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We kick off . 4 н 
this month's Why do you think the original 
news with Ё Strider remains so popular among 
a world Ñ How are you handling the pressure. the gaming community? 

5з PERS 3 from білдегі many fans? 

interview on 

Capcom's new Strider game. 
We also speak to Ste Pickford 
about the return of Plok and 

look at the numerous HD 
updates and sequels heading 

ur way. Enj 3 What new enhancements are you 
Li Lied E adding to the reboot? 
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47 m very much looking 
forward to this! I'm 

feeling confident already 
that this will be better 
than the absolutely tripe 
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Never has a sequel let 
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i Hi there, my names lain Lee. You 
i might remember me from Thumb 
i Bandits, The 11 O'Clock Show and 
i Absolute Radio, but now [m here to r 
i confess my love for retro 

Ouch! That Hurt 
hat's the worst moment in your 
gaming history? For me it was 
probably when | made the decision to 
buy my fst PlayStation, hed b 
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THIS MONTH IN... 
COIN CONNECTION 

THE LATEST NEWS 
Jin 1989 wit п an interesting move by Atari, it - a ] сме acte as a piece of 

announced that it would start p t ө 
introducing а new size о! arcade. 
coin-op cabinet called the Cabaret, 

which was a smaller version of a full 
size upright mac rf 

JANUARY 1981 - 
it's cabaret time 
at Atari, Vtech 
goes educational, 
Dodge 'Em arrives 
on the 2600, 
Pulsar vies for 
your loose change 
in coin-op land 
and Atari goes 
holoptic with the 
Cosmos. Richard 
Burton isn't here, 
it's a hologram... 



THIS MONTH IN... 
MEAN MACHINES SEGA 
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THE LATEST NEWS 
FROM JULY 1996 
JULY 1996 - Game Boy shrinks, N64 
Turok delayed, Saturn NiGHTS Into 
Dreams released, Sonic X-Treme sinks 
and Phantasmagoria 2 stinks. Richard 
Burton gets disembowelled yet again... 

- They reque 
aly seling eat his Р ou d at, ealsticaly, put the proposed deadine 

М you found the original Nintendo o 
Game Boy a bit on the chunky side 
there was good news, as a smaller, 
thinner, lighter handheld was on 

its way - the Game Boy Pocket. It had 
а slightly larger screen that showed 
graphics in true black and white and 
required fewer batteries, running on 
just two AAAs rather than four AAs, 
offering up to ten hours of gaming. Oh, 
and all its games were still compatible 
with ite older, fatter brother. Japanese. 
consumers got first dibs with a USA/ 1 Kiling Me Sot 
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Werrabe (Spice Gifs Kruches (Sega) 2 

lan Rugty League (EA) 3 
Ecco The Dophn 2 4 

Tides Of Time (Segal 5 
4 FIFA Soccer '96 (EA) 
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RPG. Denis Мигр 

his year saw the release of 
‘Shadowrun Returns, one of the 
‘many success stories that have 
‘emerged from the creation of 

Kickstarter. However, though Hairbrained 
Schemes has brought its vision of 
‘Shadowrun to fruition 24 years after its 
creation as a tabletop RPG, 
Beam Software created the. 
first videogame incarnation of 
‘Shadowrun for the SNES back 
in 1993, title that blended 
both the RPG and action 
genres - as well as reality and 
the virtual world. 
Originally pitched by Gregg Barnett in 
conjunction with Jordan Weisman of FA 
and accepted by Data East, Shadowrun 
was in limbo during development due to 
his sudden departure from the project. 
With Gregg absent, the game was heavily 

imm 
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It pushed the SNES's capabi 
fanbase eagerly awaiting an adaptation of their beloved tabletop 

punk classic breaks down the story behind a 

reworked during development, as one 
developer puts it, “to make it actually 
achievable." After slightly deviating from 
Gregg's original vision for it to have a 
"strong noir look", one major change to 
‘the gameplay was the removal of the. 
ability to use а motorcycle to traverse the 

city. Instead, a train system was 
implemented, thus cutting down 
оп excessive sprites - a problem 
‘that was persistent during the 
game's development. 
Despite seeing changes 

throughout development from 
Gregg's originally accepted pitch, 

‘the main focus of Shadowrun remained; 
то deliver a game that both fons of the 
tabletop RPG and newcomers could 
enjoy. Game designer on the 

his appreciation of tabletop RPGs, “rm a 

ilities to its limits and had a 

Jong time RPG enthusiast. | knew of the 
‘Shadowrun game (though at that time, | 
wasn't a player myself. | had my own RPG 
games published out in the marketplace. 
(Albedo, Lace 8 Steel, so | wanted to 
do a good job for my fellow RPG fans." 
Despite admittedly not being an active 
player of Shadowrun himself at the time, 
Paul instantly saw the possibilities that 
the universe offered and was determined 
то get its videogame translation correct. 
"It offered э chance to do adventures 
that operated on both the physical level, 
and also on the plane of cyberspace,” he 
‘explains. “Plus, most adventures up to that 
point had been about individual characters. 
‘Shadowrun was about assembling 
teams.” With the team assembled and a 
tabletop RPG fan as its lead, Shadowrun's 
development went into full swing. 

‘Shadowrun was simple, vet effective. 
‘After being gunned down and left for 
dead, the player takes command of courier 
Jake Armitage and must find out who 
the mysterious Drake’ is, the individual 
who ordered his execution. However, 
the first issue was whether the world the 
original tabletop RPG envisioned could be 
physically realised within the confines of a 
simple SNES cartridge, 
Creating Shadowrun's world was no. 

easy task. The choice to present the game 
from an isometric perspective was, in part, 
picked to give the illusion of a fully 30 
"world, seeing as such an environment on 
the SNES wasn't feasible at that time. 
system program 
it, "We wanted the game to be in 30, not 
top-down as in other RPGs. А room-based 
isometric view was designed. The overall 
graphical design was highly tailored by the 
systems hardware, including the scrolling 
‘of two screens and also the number of 
levels of tems that could be overlapped." 
For a game with its feet placed firmly in the 
realm of a rule-based tat 

served as map constructor on the project. 
"To be honest, thera wasn’t really an 
‘approach or a plan,” he recalls. "Between. 
us, Andrew Buttery and | were in charge. 

о! making all of the maps for the game. 
As is always the case, we were working 
‘on the maps at the same time the game. 
engine and the map design tool were. 
being created.” Also praising the freedom 
given to him during development, Justin. 
says, "Most of the time, we were given a 
great deal of freedom to create the maps. 
We worked with the artists on elements 
for each of the areas, like the city strats, 
the docks or the ship. The most important 
Thing was for us to try to find new and 
interesting ways to use the limited artwork 
we had.” 

rather frustrating, lamenting, "We were 
alvays under the pump on Shadowrun, 
‘and lots of parts of the game were thrown 
together cut out, or bodged together! We 
were always running out of memory, and 
we begged the publisher for a 12 megabit 
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I wanted to do a good job for 
my fellow RPG fans 

77 

cartridge but they wouldn't commit to the 
extra memory. So, the artists would be 
Constantly revising all of their artwork to 
reduce the character counts. That's why the 
helicopter at the volcano is viewed front-on, 
зо we could flip the left and right sides, 
and why all of the baddies have the same. 
corpse...” Though Shadowrun did have a. 
number of its character and enemy sprites 
downgraded which impacted the game's 
intended visual fair, Justin is eager to call 
both the actual engine and the in-game 
tools “fantastic”. 

eing one of two programmers 
behind the project, and also 
responsible for architectural design 
and the PC tools which allowed the 

building of the words, Andrew explains how 
he and his (ом programmer worked their 
way around certain graphical imitations. 

"The SNES did not provide an arbitrary 
bitmap rendering system as is common 
today, but used a system of character 

rigid 64 by 32 grid of eight by eight cells. The 
hardware provided three layers with which 
characters implemented using sprites) 
could move, but this wasn't enough. We 
used a special hardware trick called ‘sprite 
masking’ which was actually a hardware. 
bug that let us cut holes in sprites where the 
characters were, so we could make a sprite 
‘appear o go behind a pillar for example, 
This required a complex database, so the 
PC tool allowed designers to construct 
levels from modular parts from the artists 
and build 30 information (floor is flat, wal 
is upright etc), The levels would then be 
compiled into a single database so that әй 
the graphic information could be shared 
in a virtual character set. The runtime 
building of the levels from this database was 
written by Darren Bremner, ll in glorious 
assembler code." Additionally, Andrew 
goes on to elaborate on how the game was 
put together, "А the game systems wore 
written in assembler code, and most other ol 

тоте 9 —— 



ғ using a cyberdeck. 
Created primarily by 

Graeme Scott, i was presented 
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meant quite a lotto Arthur. “Naturally | was. 
deeply shocked and upset with Arthur's 
passing last year, as Arthur joined myself 

RECRUITING 
SHADOWRUNNERS 
Finding hacking too difficult? You need to get 

yourself some friends. discovered for 20 years, saying "There is 
a cheat in the game, but can't remember 
exactly how to do it. Basically, there is a 

нн flickering streetlight in the first street area. 
after you wake up in the morgue. If you 
‘examine the Matchbox four times around 
the flickering light, you're teleported to 
а chest room that contains a bunch of 
upgrades and gives access to all of the 
levels.” However, Andrew also jumps in 
with an alternate take on it all: “There is 

stay true to ts tabletop roots. In 

other Shadowrunners 
hroughout the game. They 

to be visually different from the DEVELOPER and Trevor Nuridin as эп owner of Tamaius е ther thi et payers experiment wah diferent combi an Easter Egg in the game, a certain dance 
рма sworn) | main game and featured a new style ol HIGHLIGHTS Entertainment over one-and a-half decades — тет the penalty of losing a potentially forever. Thi around а lamppost in the main square that 
hares ens paio gameplay to emphasise the gulf between ‘ago. This was compounded by the fact | p a team je ta the group-style gameplay ol was putin for QA. | wish | could remember 

the real world and this virtual cyberspace. тишип was on the other side on the world and. soid be hired, and the length of the actual cheat, but it is now 20 years 
Paul notes, “We hod 10 keep itas тре Басы, time, didn't have to comprise on йз quality couldn't attend his funeral. On Shadowrun vy could stay wam you, wes dated bythe player's Charis ago.” Conflicting accounts, certainly, but 
s possible, given the time constraints SPEIRS due to hardware imitations.” Arthur did what he loved best, and that T yo level wes higher, you сй save money on Shadowrunver | BEER EE телен 

were completely writen | and the memory constraints of the xam was game design. | believe he would have Additionally, there was one ally that would try and kill the player gaming public. 
E in assembler code. There was machine" Yet despite talk of he system's THE WAY OF THE owever, there is one side to this remembered [it] s one ofthe best projects tng in quie an unexpected colrentaen for ungere payer 20 years оп, Shadowrun remains one of 

lide use of languages such as С, due shortcomings to a certain degree, Andrew EXPLODING FIS story that wil never be tod again, he worked on” the SNES's strongest and most memorable 
partly to the litle runtime RAM available. was quite confident that it could handle г and that is the firsthand account А year after Beam Soltware released Western titles, and certainly its best RPG. 
There was only 128K of RAM imo which [we Shadowrun He recall, “The SNES was RIE of Arthur Kakouris, project ‘Shadowrun, another Shadowrun tie combined a wonderful narrative, 
could] decompress art and audio, as well a great machine, especially after working — Sysrexa varus ‘anager and additional game designer. hit the shelves, this time developed by gorgeous cyberpunk laden setting and tied 
as run the game and йа logic. However we onits predecessor the NES. ks very non- — YEAR 1982 on the project. Arthur Kakouris passed BlueSky Software for the Sega Mega Drive, diverse and interesting gameplay together 
didn't wart to have to write all ће game 
logic in Assembler, it would be too error. 
prone and tedious. As other languages. 
were heavy on RAM usage we designed 
‘our own language, which we compiled to 
virtual stack-based code that the runtime 

code would interpret and execute. The. 
language was designed so the compiler 
could pre-compute the exact workspace size 
lor stack) а script would need down to the 
Әуе, so the runtime could allocate exactly 
the space required (s concept eam: from. 
work with transputers). This let us us run 
‘multiple scripts for al the characters in a 
‘scene in very little space, a few K. | wrote 
the comper end Darren wrote the runtime." 

As for as citing inspiration for 
‘Shadowrun beyond its obvious source 
material, ай three developers come to the 
same conclusion -Wiliam Gibson's classic. 
1984 cyberpunk novel Neuromancer, the 
novel that defined the cyberpunk genre. 
Justin elaborates, while also mentioning 
another somewhat unlikely source of 
inspiration, "There's a huge amount of 
Neuromancer in Shadowrun, as there 
was in all of the cyberpunk genre. The 
other influence that players have probably 
noticed was Minesweeper the time-kiling 
puzzler that shipped with Windows. 
When it cama to the hacking mini-game 
по one could think of how to do it until 
someone come up with the idea of using 
Minesweeper's mechanics for the hacking." 

Beyond the cyberpunk city setting, the 
player also had the ability to enter the 
"Matrix a virtual world within Shadowrun 

‘orthogonal hardware always made it э 
challenge on how to design а game around 
it h was probably the most powerful 
graphic chip of its type, even compared 
to the AGB. Н not only had а CPU whose 
speed was measured in the low MHz but 
э host of special DMA tricks (giving us 
the famous Mode 7) and excellent audio 
that, for the first ime, alowed a musician. 
то actualy compose real musie for a 
videogame. Overall the SNES allowed us 
то deliver a console game which, for the 

& Arthur did what he loved best, 
and that was game design ^ 

Andrew Boley 

away in September 2012, and the man. 
who was known as Artie’ to some of his 
friends is sadly missed and not forgotten. 
Justin reflects: “Arthur was a great friend, 
especially during Shadowrun. He was the 
sort of producer and designer who put 
everything into the game, and made it a 
pleasure to work on. We'd go out at 11рт 
for Slurpees for the team, and head to 
Pizza Hut every Tuesday for all-you-can-eat 
pizza, Unfortunately, he was bom with a 
heart defect snd had open-heart surgery 
when he was around 20. Last year his 
heart finally gave out and he died." Paul 
also chimes in with his thoughts on the 
passing of a friend, teling us, "Arthur was. 
э deeply serious and dedicated guy. What 
l loved about him was that you could just 
discuss an idea with him and let him go - 
held work away at it and something good 
would result." Andrew also shares his 
memories, and believes that Shadowrun 
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which was then followed by a Japanese 
take on the franchise in 1996 by Compile. 
It seems Beam Software hit a timely nerve. 
but, despite a fantastic critical response 
to йз Shadowrun, a direct sequel never 
materialised, In fact, despite a post-credits 
message promising a sequel, the team 
were adamant that it was never seriously. 
discussed, Andrew does interject with a 
revealing story though, "The Japanese 
version was interesting. This was because 
it came to be proposed after we had 
finished the English version, and we were. 
presented by the Japanese publisher with 
a big printout where they had reverse. 
engineered the УНАМ (graphic memory) 
for all the different screens, working out 

in one nest litle package. Looking back, 
how do these developers view their work? 

"actually really like what we did,” Paul 
remarks. "As other people produced games 
in following years, | could see the influence 
ої Shadowrun through many of them." 
Justin also backs up Paul's feelings on the. 
game, saying, “m stil amazed we actually 
finished the game! We were a young 
team and were fortunate to be given the 
‘opportunity to work on a game that went 
‘on to become a minor classic!” Andrew 
on the other hand simply commends the 
efforts ofall involved, intimating, " regard 
‘Shadowrun as one of the best projects 
Ihave worked on. | think this is mainly 
because the entire team was really into the. 
game and the concept and went that extra 

where the Japanese font could be fitted in. 
While it was an impressive piace of work, 
we didn't have the heart to tell them it 
was useless. This highlighted a difference. 
between how we in the West lor South for 
Beam] worked differently to the East. While 
thay allocated the space for the art by hand, 
we wrote systems to do this in code, so we 
simply added the Japanese font to 3 table 
and it was done.” 

As these three developers reminisce 
about their game, we had to ask, эге there 
any secrets in Shadowrun thst no one 
knows about? Surprisingly, two of them. 
speak up. James lays out what hasn't been 

mile on each aspect of the game - design, 
ап, scriptwriters and QA." It would appear. 
that Haitbrained Schemes’ new Shadowrun 

lot to live up to. 
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A MOMENT WITH... 

Burke Trieschmann 
Composer of such classics such as Pandemonium, The Unholy War and 
The Horde, Burke Trieschmann speaks to Denis Murphy about his two 
decades worth of work in the business 

Who is Burke Trieschmann? 
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оте stories start from a sood 
of an idea, a plot device that is 
then used to creato a magical. 
‘world. Others germinate from the 
existence of one character, who 

then goes on to shape the world and 
‘everything around it. With Earthworm 
Jim, it was the character that first sprang 
nature of the game that he would star in. 

| ceme up with 
him in November of 1993 when I was on 
the outs with Virgin Games." says Doug 
TenNapel, designer of Earthworm Jim and 
its cast. “Iwas at home in my little Irvine 
apartment and Shiny was just starting 
up. remember drawing while listening to 
Fleetwood Mac's Rumours and | created 
Jim and а number of the villains m about 
45 minutes! He came out pretty much 
iss he is today, a goofy looking worm 
in a muscular super suit. | did a profile 
walk cycle of him because | was trying 
to get the job of 

was more а demonstration that | could 
animate and create for them in a pinch, 

THE STORY OF: EARTHWORM ЛПІ 

ё When Dan Castanella turned up to do 
Jims voice over there was a revered hush 
across the гооп 9 кессин 
Jim would still evolve and change as the 
team developed the ga 
character was all there.” 

At the time, Playmates Interactive 
Entertainment, specialists within the Field 
of toy figures and cartoons, had seen 
the success of Sonic The Hedgehog and 
decided to become involved with a new 
videogame franchise which would then 
lead on to produce its own line of toys and 
cartoons. Playmates teamed up with Shiny 
Entertainment - which had slready proven 
its skill with Global Gladiators, Cool Spot 
and Aladdin - and commissioned it with 
the task. The arrival of Doug gave Shiny 
Entertainment the opportunity it was 
looking for 

This was early on in Shiny's Ме, they 
were pricing photocopiers and building 
ош office space and an animation position 
opened up when one of 
team didn't work out," cont 
“I remember that they were trying to get 
Day О! The Tentacle's Larry Ahern to sign 
оп and he didn't have much interest. A 

friends with Mike Dietz and Ed Schofield, 
the other two main animators at Shiny. 
They wanted me but weren't going to 

ihe job. In the end, the final 
ө test was going to be with Dave Perry. 

my original job interview. 
ət Virgin Games just four months earlier 
so he'd seen my hit-and-miss portfolio 
| think EWJ, in combination with Mike 

Diew’s recommendat 
the edge.” With Earthworm Jim came an 
assorted cast of villains. "When | initially 
‘made EWJ in that 45 minute period, | 
know that Psy-Crow, Major Mucus, Peter 
Puppy and Professor Tick-For-A-Head 
(later known as Professor Monkey-For-A- 
Head] were done in that session." 

With a hero and villains drawn, it was 
time to create a game around them and 
э story. Earthworm Jim was an ordinary 
worm until he encountered a space 
suit that fell from the sky, bestowing 
him with superhero abilities. However, 
the evil Psy-Crow and his cohorts were 
intent on retrieving the suit at ай costs 

protect his new 
found abilities while also saving Princess: 
What's: Her-Name from their hands, ап 
enigmatic nameless character whom Jir 
was madly in love with. When asked why 
the lead was ə worm, Doug explains he's 
a fan of the underdog. 7 was looking for 
a way to make a weak character have 
the opportunity to be strong. That's Eliot 
from ET or Marty McFly from Back To 
The Future. These are underlings who 
are given an opportunity to be bigger. | 
was specifically studying Warmer Bros 
characters because their personalities 
were so identifiable and comedic.” 

What makes Earthworm Jim stand out 
is the quality of the animation, reminiscent 
Of early Chuck Jones and Tex Avery 
cartoons. Much like their inspirations, 
each sprite was painstakingly hand P 

п, pushed me over 

so it was down to Jin 
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i 1 to ride a rocket’ and | drew an airplane. 
1 engine It had to Бе small so the sprite 
H didn't take up much room, so Jim's main 
H vehicle wasn't something сате up with 
H from the start, but now we can't imagine 

Jim without lt," continues Doug. 

| arthworm Jim was released in. 
1994 on the Sega Mega Drive. 
with a version to follow on the. 
Super Nintendo in 1995. Тһе 
SNES release has the better visual 

style of the two, with extra background 
scrolling for the levels and animations 
for the characters, but is missing the 
"Intestinal Distress’ level of the Mega 
Drive game due to the latter having 
better compression abilities to store 
more levels. А Sega CD and Windows 
86 “Special Edition’ were also released, 

iding э new level, Big Bruty’, improving 
the animation with additional frames and spot of the Sega generation S complete fem «od soundirack along 

p with be vas. and it won lots of Game of the — | "Anes o handheia ports came вол 
a в well, but were developed by a different Малы өз еу vanedte | YON aWards% олеге Soa amor grannies, ic son d company. Eurocom released a Game 

Boy version that left out many of the. 
be entertained. | think top level artists! — | remember Nick Bruty was creating this levels of the original and struggled with 

imators became a requirement and hellish looking level, and that triggered. poor controls. it was also responsible for 
ме never went back. I loved that time an opportunity for me to make Evil the а Game Gear release which was a re- 
Heamed so much about animation from — | Cat the main bad guy. There was э lot of coloured version of the Game Boy game 
our guys.” ‘experimentation and give and take, | don't but with choppier gameplay and with Jim. 

drawn and then re-drəwn as artwork 
‘on cells before scanning them into the 
computer. The same approach was used 
for the beautiful backgrounds that feature. 
throughout ай the levels, with many 
having slopes and twists to give the feel of | 
330 environment. The emphasis on hand 
drawn animation meant that artists were 
needed to conjure up the world 

remember the days when | used to 
do all the эп on graph paper, one pixel 
ata time,” says Dave Perry, programmer 
and designer of Earthworm Jim and its 
sequel. "That was actually a great time, 

it allowed really rubbish artists (ike 
myself) to survive! Once things really 
started animating my cover was blown, 
and over the following years non-artists 
(йе me) had to put down their pencils and 
concede. We brought in the big guns (Nick 
Bruty was my partner for years}, and 
Virgin we had their core animation team 
lead by Mike Dietz and he at one point 
even used Disney Feature Animators for 
‘our Aladdin game! Definitely not a fair 
fight for an average animator. For gamers, 

Although Dave Perry and his team remember dictating anything or having. almost impossible to control. The бате 
were responsible for programming and ! anything dictated to me. We were all Boy Advance received a port but, although 
designing, Doug was allowed to contribute ; chasing the same goal of making a great it looked the part, Earthworm Jim was 
to the overall style of the game, arare | | game and trying to cram all into this slow and unresponsive to control, making 

it hard to travel across he large levels 
With Earthworm Jim proving to be a. 

hit with gamers and critics alike, a sequel 
followed and, although not as memorable. 
às the original, was still a zany, enjoyable 
adventure. Earthworm Jim was this time. 
accompanied by Snot, Nis green slimy 
friend, who could be used as a parachute 
and help him swing from surface to 
surface, Although stil a run-and-gun 
platformer it contained plenty of variety, 
from having to rescue Peter's nephews 
from being tossed out of a window to 
playing a blind salamander culminating іп 
3 quiz at the end ofthe level. 

The sequel also received ports for 
PlayStation, Satur and PC in 1890. The 
former releases added 3D introduction 

opportunity for the animator. “Iwas given. | impossibly small cartridge! 
the role of saying what the character The different vehicles that Earthworm 
would or wouldn't do. It wasn't official — Í Jim encountered throughout his 
ог anything, but | generally got to decide ! adventures, from rockets to the 
who he was, while the team described hathysphere, come about as the game 
what this being was going to do. | developed. “They'd say, we need him. 

and ending sequences but didn't try and. 
improve on the originals, while the PC 

30 | nemo came 

gare featured upgraded graphics and 
audio but was missing the ‘Lorenzo's Бой" 
level. While North America and Europe 
saw the Saturn release, only Europe 
received the PlayStation conversion. Once 
again the game would receive а Game 
Boy Advance port much later in 2002, 
but suffered from the same problems of 
he original with poor controls and slow 
character moverent, 

Dave Perry felt that Earthworm Jim's 
growing appeal was also a question of 
timing. "Jim arrived in the sweet spot 
of the Sega generation and it won lots 
of "Game Of The Year awards. It was at 
the right place at the right time. | feel we 
were very lucky [that] we started when 
же did. My personal opinion is that the 
character had an interesting trait of being 
both weak (a worm) and strong la suit) By | 
‘combining the two it opens the door to do 
crazyflunny things to him." 

nevitably the late Nineties ushered in 
эп era of 3D platformers, so it was only 
a matter of time before Earthworm 
Jim would make the leap into a new 
dimension. Shiny Entertainment had 

been purchased by Interplay in 1996 
‘and the idea for a 3D game came about. 
Although Shiny Entertainment had started 
work on МОК and new development team 
VIS Interactive took on our spineless hero, 
Dave Perry and the team were initially 
consulted on the character's new direction. 
"After they commissioned us to produce 
the game, I was one of the team sent to 
‘Shiny Entertainment to work with Dave 
Perry and the creatives to come up with the 
‘concept for he next version,” recalla Kirk 
Ewing, director for Earthworm Jim 30. 

Yet the jump from 2D to 30 proved 
то be far trickier than anticipated, and 
the introduction of a new development 
team proved to be a sore point, "I 
was a nightmare, our pencil artists had 
по experience on 3D packages and 
Interplay let another team make the 30 

} game, which our guys were just hating,” 
Témembers David. "We were stuck in 
no-man's land; the industry was going С 
30, but all our expertise was 20, meaning 
really 2D, with pencils and colouring in 
hand-drawn cells. The core animat 
never made the transition to 3D, instead 
they switched to Clay and continue to 
work on clay stop-motion) today.” 
R was also difficult to decide just 

how Earthworm Jim was going to look 
in 3D, and this proved to be one of the 
many reasons why the game was in 
development limbo for three years. 

“Projecte lie this ме realy dificult to 
manage and there's an awful lot of people 
with an opinion to add to the mix; he 
publisher, the IP owner, the fans and, of 
course, us =the developers,” continues 
Kirk. “| remember, for instance, that the 
finished 3D model of Jim went through. 
at least eight iterations before we found 
something that everyone agreed on. There. 
were also alot of heritage elements that 
just didn’ translate as well into 3D (the 
heed whip for instance}. A lot of time was 
spent working with these things to try and 
make them satisfying, not aways with a 
satisfactory outcome, Earthworm Jim 30 
was my first experience of working on 
fn original sequel to an existing mag 
property and from 2D into 3D as well. 
Wasn't easy for anybody" 

As a result of its prolonged 
development process, there were plenty 
of ideas that never made the final cut. "1 
still have drawers full of sketches for levels 
and bad guys lor that game,” laments 

Kirk. "My biggest regret is that 
we didn't get more ofthe 
original cast in there in cooler 

ways. Pm not doing it again 
We got to make Earthworm Kim 
though, just ike we sid we would 

in the frst meeting.” 
‘Although а difficult game to work 

on, there were stil some memorable 
moments. "My absolute favourite thing” 

THE STORY OF: EARTHWORM JIM 

LIGHTS, 
ГЕМЕ, 
ACTION! 
Ñ you were a popular videogame 
‘character in the Nineties then it was 
‘only a matter of time betora you ended 
‘up with your own TV series. Lite Mario 

+ and Sonic before him, Earthworm 
im ended up on the silver screen in 
1995 Out of respect lor the ranchise, 
Universal involved Earthworm Jim's 
creator throughout the whole process. 
"tad linited approvals ol the script 
and I designed many ol the extras and 
new characters that showed up w 
each episode" explains Doug about 
his involvement “Universal invited me 
to paricipata in every aspect of that 
show, which is pretty rara They ovon 
started voluntarily paying mo when they 
weren't contractually 
obliged to doso” 
Due to the cartaon- 
inspired natare 
‘ofthe character, 
Earthworm Jim 
and his tallow, 
comrades, 
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Sonic Heroes series were decent 

stay in the second dimension. 

One ol those titles that was in 
development hell for years - even 
‘switching from one generation to 

other - Malice's debut stroggle 

“control. h wasn'ta bad game, but 
didila to add to an otherwise 
‘overcrowded ponro. 

‘Although the Sonic Adventure and 

platform tities, they were plagued with 
forgiving салаға angles Sonic's 

later escapades ia Sonic The Hedgehog game things didn? quite 
Xbox 360 were less than impressive 

and Sonic Unlesshed was passable 
when not forcing you to play in 3D. 
proving that some characters need to 

lar character 

i 

2 ЕШ p 

те 

Once the glittering star of the sion er concen 
seris and the enjoyable Mickey Wild аса platformer, the decision a 
Adventure, the intrepid mouse entered Frogger into a 30 adventure was а 
‘the 30 world with Epic Mickey The extreb 

toplan. fest game was Ші ol nice ideas but d 
An ill-advised decision to equip the 
character with guns and the ability to 
decide whether to iit 
‘fragmented experience marred with 
clumsy controls 

Hedgehog may have fared well in 
the Adventure series, bat when the 
time came for him to star in his own 

fare well ata: Frogger’: 
Great Quest (it realy wasa't) and. 
Ancient Shadow were poor showings 

ТЕТІ wil be а return to ol the original 2D idea lose something 
in translation 

ly strange use ol the franchise 

original's concept. Hopofally the Castle forthe amphibian. and even 30 remakes 

While he was nover going to threaten 
Sonic's crown, Bubsy's first outing — Sega Mega Drive ia several groovy 
on the Sega Mega Drive was a solid ventures and eventually made the 
We time-waster with its own. leap to 30 on the Xbox. Despite а 
identity. Competing with the release attempt to build on the origin 

‘enjoyable concepts, Toejam 
And Earl lll: Mission To Earth receiv 

showcased a world of poor contrals, а mixed reception from critics 
terrible camera wark and ropey V fans and attained poor sales 
visuals, Sorry Babs. 

tually 
and the Big Adventure which were 

d passable if not all that memorable 

and plenty of trap dodging which were 
в couple ofthe trademarks ol the 

| 

| j 

As heroes go, a boi 
certainly a lite di 
jiattorm character, but 

the crowd. Whi fiat game 

er nd 
мезі struggles to stand out 

sold admirably, despite being tatty 

| LEM 

3 | БА бы) B 

Ме! content with eating pills and being The resident Bandicoot may have 
«Кейін ghosts, Pac-Man decided ~ captured hearts withthe PlayStation 
10 give the 3D platform gig a try and games, but future releases in the form 
with mixed results. The Pac-Man 04 Twinsanity, Crash OF The Titans пениса dom by he Bales 
Word series had somo ісе dea but ам Mind Over Mutantasal-odged © бе sop Castleranls N game on 
strugled with camera isses onicaly, 20 games had mixed results As 
the hidden 30 mazes are the highlight videogame icons go, he is stil a family 

favourite and will no doubt reappear 
somo day ‘on Xbox 360 and PS3 fared much better. 

32 | merno camen 

> was working with the voice talent" 
explains Kirk. "When Dan Castanella 
tumed up to do Jim's voiceover there was 
a revered hush across the room. Not for 
long though, he's пиз!" 

As examples of 30 games go, there 
were certainly worse ones on the market 
and, while the game had its problems 
with difficult controls, an unresponsive 
camera and fairly ordinary level design, 
Фа a decent job at retaining the offzhe- 
‘wall humour the series was renowned 
for. When it comes down to why 
Earthworm Jim foundered in 3D, Kirk 
admits that it was never meant for the 
character. “Earthworm Jim was designed 
э» a 2D character from the outset - 
everything about it; the backdrops, the 
animations, the supporting character, all 

isted in an insana 2D world and some 
ements just could not be convincingly 

translated into the 30 Wormiverse. 
This meant a lot of rethinks on what 
маз going to work. W [d really 
had my way back then Га have 
made а lookiwork more like 
‘Abe's Oddysee” 

‘Understandably, the game 
received a mixed reception among 
gamers. The fan-base and critica 
struggled withthe unresponsive 
camera and felt it was average 
and uninspiring, especially when. 
competing with high profile games 
such as Rayman 2 and Super Mario 
64. Despite everything, Kirk Ewing 
felt the criticism was fair. "t wasn't 
эв good as it should have been | 
loved the first games and | wanted 
it to be better. You take criticism in 
context of what was possible and 
try to learn from your mistakes, That 
said, ve given the game to а 

lot of younger kids since then and 
thay've really liked it. Little kids are stupid 
like that." 
‘Yet 3D wasn't the only problem that 

Earthworm Jim had to contend with 
He was also the star of a side-scrolling 
platformer for the Game Boy Color called 
Earthworm Jim 2: Menace 2 The Galaxy 
in 1999. Once again the game lacked the. 
inventiveness of its predecessors and 
focused more on collecting coins than 
platforming. Awkward controls and poor 
level design meant it was an experience 
better left on the shelves, 

Нег Earthworm Jim's l-fated 
daliance with the third dimension, it 
was time for our hero to hang up his 
space suit and burrow underground, 
resurfacing occasionally to cameo 

as a secret character for Battle Arena 
Toshioden (PC) and a playable fighter 
n Clayfighter 63 1/3. There were 
moments when it looked like 
Earthworm Jim would make a 
comeback in 2003 concept art 

lor a prototype game were 
leaked for э PlayStation 2 and 

Xbox release. 
In 2006, a PSP version of the 

game went into development, 
and although early screenshots. 
suggested that it was a remake 
of the original, it was promised 

‘Suit Overdrive power and 
‘expanded range of moves and 
attacks. Unfortunately, publisher 
Atari, owners ta the rights of the 
franchise at the time, hit economic 
difficulties and development 

come to s halt 

THE STORY OF: EARTHWORM JIM 

| remember drawing while 
listening to Fleetwood Mac and | 
created Jim and a number of 

villains in 45 minutes! 3 
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DOUG TENNAPEL. 
With the exception of Gamelofr's 

recent HD remake on Xbox Live Arcade 
and PSN, the prospect of another 
Earthworm Jim appearance is slim and 
a fourth game even more unlikely. “We 
have talked about й many times but 
the team members all have successful 
careers doing their own things now,” 
remarks Dave Perry. "Is not impossible, 
but it's not likely for the time being." 

The legacy of Earthworm Jim may be 
over, but his adventures stil ive on fondly 
in the minds of gamers and in the hearts of 
those who brought him to Ме. “In the end, 
1 make art for other people and Earthworm 
Jim moved a lot of people to love a. 
creation that don't entirely feel worthy of," 
comments Doug. "In the end, t's not about 
me. What make has а Ме of its own and 
what it becomes is not a reflection of ту 
‘own power or abit. ' just happy that 
something | was involved in put a smile on 
so many faces. rs entirely possible hat 
nothing else | make will have the same 
effect on so many people. In some ways, 
1 never thought so mary people shared 
my tastes in what thought was funny. 
or interesting. Wete эй ving at the right 

Í place and at the right time for me to not 
‘only make Jim but for so many people to 
enjoy it" 

Many thanks to Katherine 
Garner of Rocketworm. 
(Www.rockatworm.com) 
for providing concept art 
and sprites for this feature. 
Thanks to Dave Perry, Doug 

Kirk Ewing and 
‘Mike Dietz for their time. 
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Doug TenNapel and Mike Dig 

art and the game's popula 

ın JIM BEING POWERFUL BUT 
WEAH, PETER PUPPY REFLECTED 
THAT іп HIS GOOD NATURED 

IT TURNED into 
SPACE MONSTER AT 

19 MPH! 
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М НАМЕ ША NARU 
ІТ LOOKS LIKE A ZELDA GAME, 

SOUNDS LIKE A ZELDA GAME 
AND WITHOUT IT, THERE MIGHT 
NOT EVEN HAVE BEEN A ZELDA 

ALBIGES REVISITS THE JAPAN 
ONLY ADVENTURE THAT PAVED 
THE WAY FOR LINK'S AWAKENIN 

id you ever play a Zelda game and think to 
yourself ‘yeah, it was okay, but it could have 
done with a few more frogs’? Of course. 
you didn't. Nobody did. Still just as in any 
good episode of Dragon's Den, we're here 

Naru- ог For The Frog The Bell Tolla, to give the game 
its translated title - has pedigree behind it as well as 
influence beyond. And while it's perhaps not exactly а 
classic in its own right. this amphibian adventure has 
a place in the history books as the game that laid the 

jons for Link to go handheld. 
You see, the engine st the heart of For The Frog The 

Bell Tolls is an early version of the one that would later 

[E2222 Ға 
COIN 1000013 

are aj Cane Tupa: бағда RADER cate ынты мі gat gmat seg a 
be used for Link's Awakening, ће first portable Zelda 
game and one of the best games in the franchise. But as 
much as its design would inform the later Zelda game, it 
is also informed by previous ones. While A Link To The 
Past would return to the template of the original, For The 
Frog The Вей Tolls instead takes its cues from Zelda IL 
The top-down viewpoint works wonders for world map. 
navigation, but dungeon exploration takes the form of 
several side-scrolling sections — а format that the Game 
Boy Zelda debut would also use. 

Опе key difference, though, is that For The Frog The 
Bell Tolls doesn't really have з combat system per se. You 

IMPORT ONLY: HRERU ПО TAME ПІ НАПЕ WA NARU 
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£L The engine at the heart of For 
The Frog The Bell Tolls is an early 
version of the one that would later 
be used for Link's Awakening 77 
approach an enemy and the entire battle takes place in a 
dust cloud, outside of your control. Life is slowly sapped 
from both player and enemy based on attack and defence 
ratings until only one is left standing - regular enemies go 
down pretty easy but in the case of boss fights, you need 
to have the best gear available and a full He bar in order 
to come out on top. It's а simple system but one that 
controls progress brilliantly, even if the lack of interaction. 
may not be ideal. The same mechanic would later be used 
in DS oddity Freshly-Picked: Tingle's Rosy Rupeeland- a 
rare example of a spin-off borrowing from the inspiration 
rather than tha source пахана. 

Going into For The Frog The Bell Tolls after several 
years of playing Zelda, you'd find it hard to miss the 
various similarities, Mechanically, it's extremely similar, 
from the basic structure to the equipment menu. Music, 
while courtesy of a differant composer, is also pretty. 
close and the rest of the audio, including those little 
fanfares when you pick up something valuable, ia on the 
same page too, Animation is so close that some of the 
same routines are actually reused in Link's Awakening 
— Link's death spin is common in For The Frog The Bell 
Tolls, while there are countless other deja vu moments 
waiting for anyone who has served their time with the 
Wind Fish. 

"se Bov) ae acy tre Ioni Tee no penay tr dea baod wo ian a ta rp n 

Тоо many great Japan-only games will never be enjoyed 
bby many Western players due to the language barrier, so 
it's with mad respect for the people responsible that we 
get to say that there's a brilliant fan translation out there 
for Kaeru No Tame Ni Kane We Naru. t's perfectly playable 
without, as long as you don't mind missing out on some of 
‘the nuance and most of the characters being named after 
puddings. But this is an important slice of gaming history ~ 
if the dedication of a fan translating and re-coding the entire 
script can help educate and entertain more people, we can't 
see how that could ever ba construed as a negative. 

‘Any Zelda fan owes it to themselves to check out For The 
Frog The Вей Tolls. It's a simpler game than most of Link's 
outings but looks, feels and plays like a proof of concept 
for one of the best games in the series. Hands-off battles 
stand out for being entertaining if not involving, a method 
that games like Assassin's Creed still employ to this day. 

and ttl рткеп, eh t one ofthe Side-scrolling sections are ace, though you'd expect no less 
st gumas п ie sna батыра wen with Metroid veteran Makoto Kanoh on board. And neat 
pte ийик in эспойна he wal gameplay gimmicks like allowing the player to transform 

into various animals (no, not just frogs) elevate this to 
something more impressive, something mora important. 
‘than it might otherwise Бе. As the missing link in tha Zelda 
timeline, fons would do well to befriend a few frogs and fill 
in the gaps in their knowledge in the process. 

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: 
INKS AWAKENING. 
` Wt mmy тәү as is 
оттәтмө hehe пит кү rot тает 

that eem wat Бе Hyrule vet 
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HISTORY IN THE MAKING 

SYSTEM 575 TALE OF MAGICAL INTRIGUE AND MYSTERY 
TAKES PLACE QUER - LITERALLY -THOUSANDS OF 

YEARS. GRAEME MASON EXPLORES THE CREATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF THIS CLASSIC ACTION-ADVENTURE 

Y 1998, SYSTEM 3 SOFTWARE 

step up production, owner Mark Cale had 
ready begun overseeing the development. 
‘of many more projects, mostly in line with 
his ethos of producing original gaming 
experiences rather than games based 
оп licensed properties = a trend that wos 
becoming increasingly common. 

Опе such project was Myth: History In 
The Making, and Mark himself explains to 
us the initial ides. "I wanted to construct 
з game using stories thst people could 
identify with, something well-known; 
зо we began researching myths such 
as the Hydra, Medusa and the Norse 
legends with the idea of putting them. 
into a game." The basic format for Myth 
‘would ultimately work as follows: after 
an initial level set in Hades, the player, a 
‘contemporary hero summoned through 
ime to do battle with an evil demon, 
is transported to several different eras 
including ancient Greece (400 ВС), 
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Scandinavia (900 AD) and Egypt (3000 
BC). In order to proceed to the present 
day and а final showdown with the main 
villain, Daemeron, the levels had to be 
traversed, puzzles had to be solved and 
each end of level guardian (a famous 
mythical creature perverted to evil by 
Dsemeron] had to be defested. 

Work began on Myth in 1888, with 
development taking just over a year in total 
for the 8-bi computers. The programmer 
and graphic artist team of Pete Baron and 

just finished a conversion of Konami's 
Salamander,” begins Pete, "and it went 
down pretty well. Sa my agent, Jacqui 
Lyons, hooked us up with System З and 
Mark Cale for its next project” Pete was 
handed a document detailing how System 
imagined Myth that could transpire, "It 
wasn't great, truth be told, and largely 
a sprawling collection of mythological 
research jammed into an ordinary platform 
game." After plucking up the courage, 
Pete and Bob approached Mark Cale. 
with their reservations; fortunately, the 
‘System 3 chief agreed and listened keenly 

"tentat Mit ҰР, 
‘we weren't 
really earning 
enough and 
considered it time 
for a change. Then one 
day, someone recommended 
we talk to this agent.” The agent 
in question was none other than Jacqui 
Lyons, and within а few days of meeting 
Jacqui, Dave and Neil were also on board 
the Myth project. "System 3 seemed 
ло be a pretty cool company to work 
for. remember Mark Cale was driving 
a Ferrari; | turned up to meetings in ту 
Ford Capril" laughs Neil. However, even. 
the design document rejigged by Pete 
Baron and Bob Stevenson failed to excite 
Dave ond Мей. “ was written essentially 
for the Commodore 64 ond didn't seem. 
то be something we could reproduce for 

чү e Spectrum. So we simply decided to 
interpret it as best we could.” 

THE OTHER MYTH 
ieri WII famous adventure өшіге Magnetic Souls leased 
sell adventure sold oniy to members olan Adventure's Cu ced 

lit Secrets We say sl twas actualy en away ree end procured a 
Crash Sach nthe process. The game focused on just one legend, hat ot 
Ine Greek Gods - secca жесі - whom the player took control ot 
Tharks lo ts ted eee, he Magnet Seals game remains relative 
нале and ls one of he more 
іштей МА games on vette 
World Ol Spectrum. We vere 
rover murare ol ary other game 
called My" admits Mark Cale, 
Jared curs mes always called 
Чу өнне sirapiine Natery i 
The Malung because ve ей the 
Конили NI 
he design ol our gamê” 

то the new design offered by them. Pete 
‘explains: "We thought they'd gone too. 
in-depth. Our impression was that if the 
myths were not pretty much common 
knowledge then they would be too 
‘obscure for a lot of players. So we went 
‘out and bought a few children’s books, 
with one ttle from Penguin | remember 
being particularly useful for source 
material. Anything aimed at pre-teens 
we saw as being full of perfect stuff to 
‘put into the game." The design produced 
by the programming team was based 
‘around kay puzzles that required either the 
‘aforementioned ubiquitous mythological 
knowledge or some old-fashioned 
exploration and experimentation. Each. 
section was to include one or two puzzles 
with three sections per load and four loads. 
К клы hrm sah senile 
shooting action and 
cede Калыш 
as no doubting the team's ambition. 

Despite the technical limitations of 
áá 11URNTED TD ae ZX Spectrum Creative Realy! 

‘experience on the Sinclair machine served 
them very well when it come to Myth. “Jas 
Austin] had tried this technique in Rex 

Dowell, with collesgue Dave 
Dew working on the graphics. "Together. 
with Jas Austin we were working for 
Martech writing games such as Nemesis 
The Warlock, Tarzan and Rex,” says Мей, 



МОНЕ ÜN MYTH: 
HISTORY IN 
THE MAKING 

ө The Spectrum verso curren їз at 52 in Ire top 100 goes sor 
ari en Werd OI Spectrum and ruber 2i the Your Sinclar tap 100 
games hart irom 190, as voted lor by he YSrenders. 

(€ 
versn was a Mistake: Mt was a last minule Season made only because. 
we had corps rm testers that the geme was toc eeay But by thet 
эте hey knew all he pul solutions so were just sing this on the 
pd 

[seo Retro Gamer 112] where we avoided 
attributa clash by having a colourful scene 
thatthe player went behind rather than in 
front of and we used the same principe in 
Myth” Although the technique had been 
pioneered in other games such as Virgin's atone om tut tenme 
Dan Dare, it was a combination of this and 
the superb animation that really caught the 
eve in the Spectrum version of Myth. "hat map but overlapped the previous screen,” 
probably came from me writing а program recalls Neil), and the shift in focus from 
that allowed Dave to animate as freely 

B When e Mes tor te gore remedio many where the opr: 
tection was reported, was more gh compressed hon Syster 
m— ———— 
m(—— he Ch version. And 
Ws ane of he ong hal pool always reer most boul e game” 

swordplay to shooting. But there was one smiles Pete, 
та possible and to then compress and big problem common to both games, as 
sequence the animation into the game,” Pete Baron tells us: "t was an ambitious 
explains Мей, “We'd also written our own дате, and Mark was always keen to get 
sprite animation tools as it always seemed product out very quickly" Time was, 
то help having our own software." Despite ironically, the teams’ greatest enemy. 
this, Neil stil has reservations about the “Consequently we were up against some 
animation. "Although it had а lot of frames pretty harsh deadlines and in the end we 
and looked great, playing it now feels ike — went over quite significantly. Fortunately, 
ме sacrificed playability for visuals a little, Бу then it was gone far enough that 
Actually, Fm surprised it all managed to fit — everyone could see the game was going 
into the memory." то be something special." Nevertheless, 

the time issue did force the programmers 
to compromise when it came to the 
incongruous conclusion to Myth. 
"The final level wasn't originaly 

designed as a shoot‘em-up,” reveals 

Bel Dadwell lao wrote the Amstrad version ol Myth 1 wea marty cive 
{ce Creve Realy on the Amstrad owas nla |shaddcarvert Myth 
{System as well өтте hath vernon en lhe a> in my adam at my 
parents house аз! et even have a desk bck then” 

ө Thecxpanave story hel accompanied the oro Bt vera ol МИ 
was rien by Тт Bess, aso devine story lo Te Last i 

ө The muse othe Commodore version was irom legendary Och 
composers Macs Ol Notse - eka Jeroen e 

6A coder Pete Baron was 
‘also impressed by the job 
‘Creative Reality had done on 
the Spectrum. "They realised 

very early that our design played (о 
the strengths of the C4, yet what was 
amazing was that they didn’t then reduce тһе Egyptian tomb had given you 
it to the lowest common denominator levitational powers so vou could jump. 
and make з second-rate game; instead — and hover for a while over another mainly 
they re-designed it very carefully from the — platform level. wish we'd had the time for 
ground up and made a classic game in its й Spectrum coder Мей Dodwell agrees. 
‘own right.” Perhaps the biggest change “We had spent so long on the main levels 
wes the lack of scrolling on the Spectrum һат think we had only two or three 
venie ("Thera wee no wey we could do Ду снить доди bk ove td 
that on the Speccy, so we used a window threw it together. 

Ital seemed s 
bt random, and 

асы 

rar 
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1 donit think it makes any sense really" 
System 3 boss Mark Cale has з. 
more calculated view on Myths strange ooo 
final part. "We felt the shoot-em-up genre 00001100 ға 
was stil popular and that, after all the Gare -" 
platforming and puzzling, the player would 
want a change and that it would bo a 
pleasant surprise." As a result, the shooting 
level remained intact in al subsequent 
versions, and, despite is incongruity, made. 
a refreshing change at the end of the game. 

yth: History In The Making on. 
the B-bits was a big hit and 
scored impressively in the 
gaming press. Zzap! reviewed 

itin November of 1989 and comments 
varied from "completely amazing" to “a 
wonderful mix of arcade action", despite 
the reviewers stil noting a relative obscurity 
Of some of the puzzles. Sister publication, 
Crash, was equally effusive of the Spectrum. 
version, concluding that the game was. 
"Great on brawn, great on brain, graat 
‘on graphics - a winner!” and scored it an 
‘outstanding 96 per cent. 
Not content with the C64, Spectrum and 

Amstrad versions, System 3 touted Myth 

at this point in time (1991), fekt the system 
‘tif had not achieved a convincing foothold 
in Europe, resulting in Conan ultimately 
‘only seeing the ight of day in their own 
territory. Meanwhile, System 3 pressed on. 
with the Amiga and Atari ST versions that 
naturally included upgraded graphics and 

ло the American market and eventually ‘ther technical improvements, but suffered 
found an interested partner in publisher in a genre that was starting to look dated as. 
‘Mindscape. Taking the swashbuckling games design began to slowly advance into 
Commodore 64 version as a base, 3D. Additionally, an obligatory change from 
Mindscape fet the game wasn’t strong the release of Conan The Barbarian wos 
‘enough on its own to succeed, leading the artwork - it was obvious the evocative 
itto shoehom Myth into its Conan The ‘original cover and advertisament depicting 
Barbarian license. They released the game 
‘on the Nintendo Entertainment System but, 

в contemporary young man dressed in 
jeans, Tshirt snd trainers with numerous. 
‘mythical creatures hovering menacingly 
above him did not fit into the Conan canon. 
Therefore, a generic barbarian with rippling 
muscles was created for the NES adverts 
зп box ert and, when the game eventually 
made it onto the 16-bits, System 3 
kopt the theme. The original gT bit 
"mere mortal" storyline 

A TALE OF 
TWO TALES 

GM Корыта 

mw he NES versen ct Myth deed lor a vocare 
Conan The Bar banan cere, ће lied artwork hed 
o be changed Compare here Pie Бо art lor bre original 
Ent veren drpicing the rere morti yanked ram 
he DI Century to Pe ruscle- bound barbarian star ol 

eta Baron says excitedly“ was a 
ita too late in the Commodore 
64's Ме cycle to make me famous 
atthe time, but it helped a lot 

‘when Bob and | went to sell our next 
concept to Devious Designs which paid 
‘the bills for the next 18 months! | stil 
get a big buzz every time I see a new fan 
site or a good reference to the game ~ 
Tm hugely proud of it.” Мей Dowell is 
‘equally proud of his team's versions of 
‘Myth, "Especially within the bounds of 
what the ZX Spectrum was capable of, 
| think we did a briliant job. We made 
a very Spectrum version of what was. 
essentially a СВА game. It was made even 
more worth it when the reviews сате out: 
getting a Crash Smash was the highlight 
Of any game developer's career!" But we. 
leave the final words, and a surprising 
‘admission, to System 3 boss Mark Cale. 
“We always aimed for the best, so weren't 
surprised when Myth got a Sizzler and a 
Crash Smash. l'm proud of all our games, 
but this one in particular for the diversity 
between the Spectrum and Commodore. 
64 versions. | actually think the Spectrum. 
version is best!” 
‘On that bombshell, we think it's time to 

step back into ancient Greece once more. 

Many thanks to Pete Baron, Neil Dodwell 
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Created by Alexey Pajitnov - эзе in Japan з Dish ‘An action platformer with 
Tet е " te character, B 
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VIDEOGA ME ae cu 

Curators Darran Jones and Damien McFerran 
walk you through a museum of some of 

gaming's greatest icons, as chosen by you 



8-bít heroes 
From the ving-gwinging exiis of ital Harry to һе pil punching 

9 jaming's 8 ате 

PITFALL HARRY 

Pac-Man is one o 

NCE PAC-MAN а YEAR: 1980 

FIRST APPEARANCE MANIC MINER т Y EA R: 1983 
Few computer characters 

His Kickstarter may | 
burned 
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The miners’ strike 
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cool tricks that set them 
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SEE YOU ON THE BEACH - ACCESS SOFTWARE 

From the million-selling Beach Head to pioneering games like 
Leaderboard, Links and the Tex Murphy series, Access Software was 
always ahead of the curve with its product line. Mike Bevan looks 

back on the legacy of Bruce Carver's celebrated company 

mise we recounts, ay 
sold Bruce Carver his first Commodore $47 This, we infer, 

KD snes possibly the same machine 
Used to ceat Beach Head he game that fest brought the Acces Software brand 
fame and commensal өссөм. 

REMEMBERING 
BRUCE CARVER 

mmm soa PE 
s =i) © 35.5 DEG ELEY | 



we started by filming nv 
against a brick wall with 

a VR: camera 

Beach Head Raid Over Moscow Beach Head II Leaderboard Links: The Challenge Of Golf Under A, 
Killing Moon 
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SEE YOU ON THE BEACH - ACCESS SOFTWARE 



SEE YOU ON THE BEACH - ACCESS SOFTWARE 

TESLA EFFECT: 
CHRIS JONES Q&A 
Tex Murphy? 

Were you surprised at the reaction from fans over the 
Kickstarter project? 

What can we expect from the new game? 
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With а remake on the way, David 
Crookes talks to Lorne Lanning about 
the impact of Abe's Oddysee and the 
rest of a series that just fell short of its 
planned quintology 

character who can break. 
wind is always a winner. 

1 

made from feathers and a 
malnourished torso; the al 
ао. while undoubtedly disgusting, is yet 
all too endearing 
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THE HISTORY OF ODDUJORLD 

THE NEWKEEPER 
OF ODDWORLD 

ey der a at a aro 

2009 whia stë working уаз бово й Apni 2006. 
onthe гуш PC release Kyles Because Lome 

believing the p 

1 always total of our 

games are not very economic 
Combine that with developmen 

wo urprodtabie in terms of budgetrg. 

kus ot compromises i of Strange, when was a Sherry McKenna 
"ges Wrath меуі port Кот Xbox. — had decided enough was 
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ness into s launch port tor some wanted speed t0 Бе tie with budgets pon he fourth game became the as 
serous relevant aro deepy болс modern n Sim, especialy t youre Odor tte эга the fifth пә 
mth humour 4 A the game J) only seerg à smal etn м. cuting sorte orignal quito 

Lome's outlook had an effect ол the types rear There were no real rate ve to publish 5 1h had boon published by 
dacussons nwesa, беморе арте rone Arts and, мйне Lome d 
Case of ets do s the way they wea edy. те says. "Our өзге 
ргојост, and see where. then, Fangud Xt was in’ vith the last publisher pretty much 

"lods t. and we've coment when mat тон rave hed ift 
now lensed the ital — happened, so that was o work with Bg publishers’ 

Yi mat Lorre bref Prees ot Strangers ге тай vet of wh a polenta issus. 
81602009 Hewes уулт tres versions nappered then Loire haê her games came and went 
ê бі my industry соғ of Stranger's Wrath HO. been Working on the story" such as Oddhworid: The Hand Of Odd. 

lgancs and someone." wo изу of Munch's — and design tor одне, s Brat Bled Of Fanges Ki, 
Md ghways wanted to Oddysev HD and we're. Oddysee as well, but Осоғоға Squeek's Oddysee, Oddwortd: 

meet Over the years Ў working on the multi- couldn't salve a prüblem Munch s Exoddus and Oogworid: Slavs 
` = etal Se me tasty тамам sal MR Circus were pt forward over the years And 
Ке бразе Lome Oddysee, Ойдон: getting put on the back while à game may мав have surfaced around 

age Beck to doing a Now "N' Tasty Wa only. burner until mat thing was. 2008, the Wester financial crisis and work 

/2D-type game but with had two staff when we solved. And SjgStorm. on a new project caled Citizen Sage caused. 

Вазава готика ol pagan rita verson JOSE ла happen mamiy 2 devecton 
Abe Оддузее ога ame ру have 16 naw The, Sue to workngon Яетаказ ər dgtal content appear to be 
Ма өтіп aure = but plag is we will continue Munch's Oddysee. the wey forward for now, and the Oddworid 

3rdune2009.Lomez2nd. | and wort on some proper franchise 6 berg Бийт organically and without. 
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FUTURE CLASSIC: RED DEAD REDEMPTION 

Classic Sn 
Modern games you'll still be playing in years to come 
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P Featured System: PS3 
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RED DEAD REDEMPTION 
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sprouting like wings from 
the sides of his bald head. Sub-Zero 

head, 
have been a lot of iconic images in 
the fighting games genre, the purest 
form of competition in videogames. 
that pits you against your opponent. 
in an attempt to crush them. But 
it all started with a humble digital 
boxing match. 

Heavyweight Champ by Se 
first over ‘fighting’ 
white arcade boxing title released in 
1976, where the action was controlled 
by two boxing gloves and players could 
sway the cabinet itself to move from 
side to side, dodging incoming punches. 
Yet despite that promising start, it took 
a While for the genre to find its feet, but 
when the first wave of fighting games 
did finally arrive in the mid-Eighties, 
they all rifled on the same ide; 
‘mimicking karate and kung-fu fighting 
styles, which were culturally relevant. 
at the time thanks to the sudden 
popularity of Eastern martial arts films. 

“ M TF. 

‘Kung-Fu Master saw the player working 
their way through a tower of goons 
and increasingly bizarre enemies, such 
as confetti balls and falling pots while 
Karate Champ recreated one-Versus-one. 
competition in a karate dojo. While 
those titles proved popular in the 

'cades, Eastern European title Kung Fu 
brought the genre to the home, via the 
48k Spectrum. 

“While making Kung Fu was learning 
Assembler, but it was fun and oxciting 
o cannot count it as a difficulty," 
recalls Dusko Dimitrijevic. Kung Fu's 
programmer. "Our main problem ма 
how to put ‘graphics’ into the computer. 
‘That sounds strange now, but then 
there was no digital cameras, digitisers, 
scanners or even usable drawing 
software. At least we had none of those." 

‘Surprisingly, despite the fact that. 
the genre started to make waves in 
the arcade, Dusko's Kung Fu had been 
created independently of their influence, 
‘mostly as arcades in Eastern Europe 
had difficulty keeping up with the latest 
titles, “I have seen nothing even close 
before,” Dusko tolls us. "When Kung Fu 
‘was published I heard about a similar 
arcade game. A friend of mine who just 

. EVOLUTION OF BERT-'ET-UPS | 

Hadoukens, rising tackles and hellsweeps have become 
familiar language for almost all gamers. But how did two people 
hitting each other become one of gaming's most popular genres? 

returned from Germany told me about | 
an arcade Kung Fu game that even had 
3 similar replay option. At the time we 
had arcade games here, but, as with 
everything else, we were few years. 
behind the world. so the best wo could 
find would be ike Pac-Man." 

The popularity of Karate Champ began | 
to inspire others, 
such as 1985% 
Way Of The. 
Exploding Fist 
and International 
Karate, both of 
Which continued 
to refine the one: 
versus-one ideas 
put forth by 
Karate Champ. 
But it was 1987's Vie Ar Kung-Fu that 
was the biggest step towards the genre 
ме recognise today. Н had health bars 
that would deplete in chunks for each 
hit and, more importantly, it had a series 
of opponents with their own unique 
fighting style. Two of the opponents, Star Í 
and Fan, would throw shuriken and fans | 
respectively. This meant that for the first 
time in the fighting games genre, there 
was the challenge of getting past a wall 

fighting 

At that time, most 
of the machines in 
the arcade were 

of projectiles to land damage on your 
‘opponent - something those who have 
faced Guile or Athena players in later 
Capcom and SNK games will no doubt be 
familiar with today. 

Fighting games were now arriving. 
thick and fast, and 1987 was a hugely 
important year for the genre. First was. 

the release of 
the International. 
Karate sequel, 
IK+, which had 
‘one-vs-one-vs- 
‘one combat. 
“After playing 
to death all the 
other ‘karate’ and 
fighting games 
іп general, 1 

wanted to come up with something that 
none of the others had shown, as they 
were all getting a bit samey,” explains 
Archer MacLean. "When you see fight 
scenes in some films set in a Dojo, they 
often have the other fighters seated 
‘round the edge of the fighting area, 
and | wanted to somehow show fighters. 
getting up to take their turn, while the. 
retiring player goes and sits down or is 
dragged off for medical attention with 

games 

his missing limbs in a basket. So, when 
doing IK! animation | watched dozens of 
fims for move-inspiration. So one day 
Ym watching Jackie Chan in the original 
{Cannonball Run fighting off hoards of 

angry bikers and doing a double kick and 
{realised that | could just about make the 
C64s limited sprite system show three 
‘overlapping characters. Without overlaps 
1 could just draw them with bitmapped 
character сөй, and that's why the pause 
mode in К+ 8-bit and 16. 
dancing characters on the screen. 

But Capcom also released its own 
fighting game that same year featuring 
hidden special moves, pressure pads that 
had to be hit with the strength of the 
move you wanted and character portraits 
designed by a young artist who had just 
started at the company, Kelli natune. 
That game was Street Fighter 

treet Fighter did not make 
a huge impact, but Capcom 
decided to push ahead with э 
‘sequel based on the success 

of another of its arcade titles released 
two years later - Final Fight. American. 
arcades found themselves flooded with 

Í those trying to clean up the streets of 



Metro City with Cody, Guy and Haggar. 
Although it was a side-scrolling fighter 
rather than a ‘traditional fighting game, 
Capcom saw the proof it needed that 
there was potential in the genre for a 
monster hit immediately starting work 
on ә Street Fighter sequel. 

When Street Fighter Iwas released 
in 1991. its impact was immediata. 
it began with an iconic cast of 
characters who were all selectable, 
from American hero Gulle to Brazilian 
monster Blanka. Each fighter 
was a curious mix of national 
stereotypes and quirky design 
that has endured to this day, 
backed by memorable theme tunes 
such as the workman-like percussion 
for Zangief and the bellowing 
elephants on Dhalsim’s stage. Each 
fighter also had their own distinct. 
fighting style and trademark moves, 
such as Guile's keepaway tactics or 
Zangief's attempts to close the gap and 
land a spinning piledriver. 

Enhancing the appeal was a bug 
discovered in testing. The glitch that 
allowed players to cancel normal attacks 

into special moves to create combination. 
аска. This was left in as a hidden 

feature but would become a staple 
of the game and eventually the genre 
itself Another less known glitch, known 
as the CPS-1 glitch (as it only worked 
on the CPS-1 arcade board), allowed 
players to chain together light attacks 
by pressing hard punch at the same 
time as performing the light attacks. 
These two glitches combined to create a 

surprisingly deep combo system 
Ay that gave Street Fighter he. 

depth it needed to ensure it 
exploded as a competitive game. 

‘Street Fighter i's release 
marked the start of a golden 
ra for the genre, In the same 

year that Capcom's sequel hit 
the arcades, SNK also started to 

produce fighting games at a dizzying 
rate. Fatal Fury was actualy released 
afew months before Street Fighter Il 
helmed by producer Takashi Nishiyama 
and planner Hiroshi Matsumoto who 
detected from Capcom following their 
work on the original Strat Fighter 
SNK then followed Fatal Fury with 
‘ther series such as Art Of Fighting, 
Samurai Shodown, The King OF 
Fighters and The Last Blade. 

Although they wouldn't prove 
as popular globally as Street 
Fighter land its various 

sequels, SNK's titles found strongholds 
іп Mexico, South America, Pakistan and 
China, where they usurped Capcom's 
famous series. It was all thanks to the 
Neo Geo MVS format. Unlike CPS-1, Neo 
Geo MVS was cost effective for coin-op 
operators, who could swap games and 
artwork for those new titles as they were 
released, Neo Geo carts were cheaper 

] than typical arcade boards, plus there 
were plenty of bootlegs in circulation. 
All this contributed to arcades in poorer. 
countries being able to afford Neo Geo 
MVS titles, and also charging less per 
credit. ensuring their popularity 

But advancing technology saw а 
whole new battle begin within the 
“At that time, most of the machines in 
the arcade were fighting games, and 
there was usually a line waiting to play 
them,” recalls Masaaki Hoshino, current 
producer of the SoulCalibur series. “The 
Street Fighter serios, as well as othor 
2D fighters, were the most popular. 
But players who became interested in 
the detailed, frame-by frame strategy. 
involved in 3D fighters started to become 
drawn to Virtua Fighter and Tekken." 

Street Fighter I might have scored а 
clean victory over its 2D rivals, but the. 
fight between Virtua Fighter and Tekken 

iko Street Fighter M, Virtua 
Fighter's impact in the arcades 
was immediate, It was the first 
polygon-based fighting game, 

which meant it had a whole wealth of 
new ideas and tricks that hadn't been 
seen before. Players could triumph by 
forcing their opponent out of the ring and 

plays of knockout blows were shown 
after each win. Fighters had fighting styles 
vaguely modelled after real martial arts. 
But most at all it was the sheer novelty 
factor of a 2D fighting game that brought 
Virtua Fighter praise and attention. No 
опе had seen anything quite like Sega's 
fighting game. twas a huge hit. 

‘One company that felt it could tackle 
Virtua Fighter was Namco. Having 
established arcade racing dominance. 
with Ridge Racer in the same year as 
Virtua Fighter's release, Namco turned 
its attention to fighting games. Namco- 
and Sony Computer Entertainment 
had been working together on the 
SYSTEM arcade board, which w. 
based on the same hardware that would 
be used in Sony's upcoming console, the 
PlayStation. The first release on the new 
arcade board was Tekkenin 1994. 

EUOLUTION OF BERT-'Em-UP — bide 



> Although they were both distinct in 
that they were 20 fighting games, there 
were plenty of differences between Virtua 
Fighter and its new rival. Tekken had 
no ring-outs, with the stages endlessly 
stretching out when fighters moved away ! 
from the centre of the stage. The cast was Í 

ЖЕ! more eccentric that Virtua Fighters, wi. Í 
Tekken sporting the likes of Yoshimitsu, 1 27 è 
King and Kuma. Most importantly Virtua 1 
Fighter had a three-button system for 
punch, kick and guard versus Tokkon's — Í 
system of a button for each of the fighters | 
limbs, something that made the eventual | 
PlayStation port seem like a natural fit for 1 
Namco's brawler. H 

"t was the era of early polygon I 
technology, so we were focusing on} 
development methods for creating 3D} 
humanoid character models andthe | 
animation technology necessaryto $ 

= mako them move, as we saw this as | 
core technology needed for the nextton | sar to coma expat or 
canon character тате Ra ше Sed nat ora bun avi MO аке 
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current fighting games," continues 
Harada. "РІ be honest, Tokken was 
pretty much overlooked in the arcades, 
and didn't really trend among the 
arcade players. In Japan, itis usually 
the case that a fighting game has two 
machines connected back-to-back. But 
for unpopular fighting games, sometimes 
t is just on one machine alone, as the 
lack of popularity hardly merits using 
‘two arcade machines and the space they 
require. Tekken was exactly like that, and 
most often was on a sole machine with 
no one playing. There was one arcade in 
‘Shinjuku where Iwas popular, but that. 
community was probably the only one in 
Japan at thatitime. At that time, Virtua 
Fighter was quite popular in Japan and 
had a decent following. Honestly. | was 
jealous, and it was an object I looked at 
with both fear and respect." 

Virtua Fighter's dominance drove 
Harada to do anything necessary to help 
Tekken gain more exposure in Japanese 
arcades. “l assembled a character 
‘costume with the company’s money, 
and organised tournaments and helped 
hype the game while cosplaying as that 
charactor.” Harada 

us. “Tekken 
was so unknown 
that had to resort 
o those drastic 
measures to 
gain attention for 
the game.” 

But just as 2D 
fighting games 

agling 
for some semblance of balance - Streot 
Fighter П: Championship Edition had a 
ridiculously overpowered M Bison while 
‘SNK boss syndrome’ meant that those 
playing either Fatal Fury or Tho King 
Of Fighters on their own didn't escape 
at all lightly either - 3D fighting games 
also found balance to be a fairy elusive. 
element at times. 

“On 
Tekken. as а competitive fighting game, 
as so unbalanced that rather than 
‘guarding King's elbow attack it was 
‘common consensus to crouch and 
‘eat it on purpose, rather than guard,” 
continues Harada, “The same with 
Nina's Kneel Kick. Players would move 
forward instead of guard because, for 
some reason, you could counterattack 
Nina if you did so. When you hear this. 
now it sounds crazy but, at the time, it 
was common knowledge to everyone. 
Most fighting game players try hard to 
guard everything, but expert Tekken 
players would let a move hit them on 
purpose. | still remember to this day the 
perplexed look on the faces of Virtua 
Fighter and Street Fighter players when 

seing this." 

I wanted to come 
up with something 
that none of the 

others had shown 

ith the success of Tekken on 
PlayStation giving Namco a 
new sense of confidence, it 
quickly moved onto a new. 

30 fighting game series to accompany 
Tekken - the weapons-based brawler 
SoulEdge. Despite the immense 
competition in the fighting game genre, 
Hoshino says that the team didn't feel 
intimidated by joining the increasingly 
competitive gen 

“Our goal was to create a weapon- 
based fighting game that made more 
use of the 3D playing field for its fighting 
mechanics. and featured high-end 
graphics with more improved lighting." 
he explains. “As such, there was more 
a feeling of excitement about trying 
оп accomplishing this, rather than а 
feeling of pressure. Also. we put quite 
a bit of effort into the story setting and 
character development to attract more 
female gamers, and others who wouldn't 
normally try out a fighting game.” 

Hoshino says his personal highlight 
was watching footage of SoulEdge as the 
Namco fighter made its first public bow. 
at Japan's Amusement Machine Show in 

1995: "А game 
designer, still 
a new recruit, 
used the 
limited assets 
available at 
that time to 
create [the 
video footage] 
Ho used the. 
controller to 

carefully and precisely control the camera 
for cinematic flare, and then put a lot of 
care into editing to surprising effect. We 
were all very happy that many people 
were looking forward to the game after 
seeing the footage, and the motivation of 
everyone on the team greatly increased. 
A lot of ideas began to come to us at 
that time as well. This perhaps led to our 
pursuit of a high level of graphic quality 
and features that, as a result, saw the 
implementation of the well-received 
interactive ending sequences, and 
the editable opening sequence in the 
Dreamcast version.” 

SoulCalibur found а new home 
outside of the arcade on Dreamcast, эв 
30 fighting games continued to soar 
оп console with the Tekken and Virtua 
Fighter series joined by new upstart 
Dead Or Alive. But eventually, and 
perhaps inavitably, the power of the 
fighting game began to wane. As Street 
Fighter grew increasingly complex with 
its combo system (Alpha series) and 
defensive options (Street Fighter II, only 
hardcore fans stuck around. Financial. 
troubles saw SNK collapse, later reborn 
as SNK Playmore. Even 30 fighting game 

ны = 

series had their momentum slowed 
with mediocre entries - Virtua Fighter 
3, Tekken 4 and Soul Calibur Шай 
disappointed fans. 

The biggest factor іп the genre was 
how the status of fighting games in 
arcades was changing. In an attempt. 
to draw crowds from consoles, arcades. 
begun to turn away from fighting games 
and towards unique arcade cabinets that 
‘would provide experiences you simply 
couldn't get at home. The growth of 
‘competitive play thanks to tournaments 
like EVO and Super Battle Opera helped 
fighting games stay relevant during a 
lean period but, ultimately, muscled out 
of arcades and without decent online 
play, fighting games found themselves. 
in limbo. Xbox Live was the first stop 
on the road to recovery with online play 
for Capcom Vs SNK 2: EO and Street 
Fighter Anniversary Collection, but it 
would take the invention and evolution of 
GGPO technology to provide the first real 
alternative to arcade play. 

‘As we all know, Street Fighter IV 
would bring the genre back with a 
vengeance in 2009, and we now have 
fighting games spanning crossover 
titles (Street Fighter X Tekken), new IP 
(Skulgiris, HD re-releases (Darkstalkers 
Resurrection), free-to-play (Tekken 
Revolution) amongst familiar faces such 
as Tekken. SoulCalibur, Dead Or Alive 
and The King Of Fighters. Progress has. 
‘come at a cost. Almost all of the top 
fighting game arcades outside of Japan 
have closed their doors, such as New. 
York's Chinatown Fair (2011), London's 
Trocadero (2011) and LA's Family Fun 
‘Arcade (2012). The cost of 2D animation 
has seen Capcom now default to a less 
interesting 2507 style of visuals, with 
only AreSys and The King Of Fighters 
flying the flag for hand-drawn animation. 

But some things never change, The 
слу of "Shoryuken!" as Ryu flies into the 
air is still common. Heihachi’ hair still 
makes no sense. Sub-Zero is still fond of 
‘solving disagreements by reaching for 
spinal cords. Hopefully, the rebirth of tho 
fighting game genre means that we'll see 
a whole host of new iconic images in the 
years to come. 

Sees, 

EVOLUTION OF BEAT-"EM-UPS 

Yoshinori Ono, Street Fighter's producer, looks 
back at its past and successful revival 

We've heard that you played a lot of Final Fight 
in the arcades when you were younger. What d 
you remember most about the arcade scene in 

reet Fighter | was releas Japan whe: 

Street Fighter IV he 
fighting game this 

Why do you 

made 
so special compared to other fight 

been the 

hink it was so popular 



qul 
Ryu has served as the iconic character for. 
fighting games as a whole, let alone Street. 
Fighter, while Hadouken’ and "Shoryuken* 
have become Iconic terms. The Japanese for 
hurricane kick? Not so much. 

ALCON 
Just about every character in 
Brosis recognisable thanks to. 
heritage, but the top-tier terror who 
dominated Melee tournaments and has. 
come to represent the series is Falcon. 

He looks Ше a bland karate dojo-style 
brawler but his fighting style, a series of fast. 
powerful blows with extremely complex 
execution (at least up until VFS), meant he 

is an expert-only character. 

e21 nemo samen 

— 

SNK's first end character’ in fighting games, 
Terry Bogard is defined by his sleeveless red 
тор, red Fatal Fury cap and lines like "Are you 
okay? Busteeeer Wolf!” 

Although many Tekken characters have 
stood the test of time, Paul's hairdo 
and easy-to-learn playing style (endless 
Deathfists for some players) meant he stood 
out from the Mishimas as a fan favourite. 

CUHRPIUI 
Mortal Kombat's ninjas, Scorpion and Sub 
Zero, were the hottest (or coolest) characters 
since the beginning. It was Scorpion's ‘get 
over here!” spear move that became a series 
trademark though. 

The most relatable character in Samurai, 
Shodown's cast of eccentric fighters, 
Haohmaru has brought his samural sword 
to the likes of Capcom Vs SMK 2, SNK Vs. 
Capcom and Neo Geo Battle Coliseum. 

The simple karate practitioner was one of 
the first fighting game characters and his 
design has endured through the likes of 
'SNKs Kim, Takuma and Mr Karate. 

ORDO JOL б БЕ. Оссо garau sennen aod 
aes 

Felicia, бетіні and ВВ Hood are equally 
well known, but Lel-Lel is a more unusual. 
‘example of a popular character as she's so 
unorthodox and difficult to use effectively. 

Guilty Gear's answer to Ryu popularised 
the term ‘dustloop’, a combo that sees Sol 
looping the same corner combo that involves 
the Dust button. 

ПЕЗІШ 
Clearly the face of Dead Or Alive, Kasumi ae been eres mainstay and бейек 
aeta ta appear od a pest echas alae md EU 
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TIBIH 
The most well known of the 
crow, thanks to an appes 
Vs SNK 2 where sho emerged as onè of the 
stronger characters and certainly one of the 
most unique. 

Street Fighter Ill bı 
new faces, but it was Street Fighter ШІ: 3rd 
Strikes Q who really captured everyone's 
Imagination because no-one really knew. 
who he was. Man? Robot? Both? 

+ í 
1ТНЕПЯ& 
She started in 1986's Psycho Soldier but 
‘eventually crossed over to the King Of 
Fighters series, where she became one of 
the most popular and recognisable faces in 
the franchise, 

= 
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5МК% English pirate girl first emerged in 
Garou: Mark Of The Wolves and has been 
a fan favourite sinc: Her unusual fighting 

relying on tricky ait Moves, means that 
irly unique in the genre too. 

"9 
1 ПІНА = 
Alpha's most requested character who 

Н. 
Whether it's Kyo or lori, take your pick for a 
King Of Fighters lead character. These two 
serve as the Ryu and Ken of the series, or 
perhaps the Ryu and Akuma - Kyo being the 
‘nero’ and lori the evil, deranged character. 

nemo canen | a3 
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The Legend Of Zelda: 
A Link To The Past 

ир ирд 

МОНЕ CLASSIC 

PAST MOMENTS 
Gotta Catch ‘Em АШ! 



THE MAHING OF: THE SIMS 

‘that, we halo that ide I totaly bombed 
in he focus group. 

Wil always believed in the concept. 

KI always thought of it 
kind of as a human 

flocking simulator 72 
ШИ? 

Even now, Тһе Sims remains the second best-selling PC game of all 
time — beaten only by its sequel, The Sims 2 - Ону its position as 
one of the games industry's most influential titles. Adam Barnes speaks 

to its creator Will Wright about how these digital people were born 

eS 
creator, Will Wright, had a battle 

on his he Is as he tried to develop the 
аа no one at Maxis shared that 

n. It was, in Wright's own words, 
struggle”. But, it was something 

he wanted to play, and he knew that 
others must feel the same; they did 
about SimCity after all. But, how did 
such a unique concept for a videogame 
— namely the manipulation of tiny 
virtual people and their everyday lives. 
-come to be? 



THE MAHING OW THE SIMS 

EXPANDING THE SIMS 
The Sims’ success steamrolled and, inevitably, expansion packs were released. At the time, The Sims 
was the game with the most expansion packs ever, surpassed only by later versions of the game 

HOT DATE UNLEASHED 

£I spent a lot of time thinking about how 
to make the behaviour of these people 
very robust, interesting and plausible 77 

үйілген 

DEVELOPER 
HIGHUGHTS 
RAID ON 
BUNGE 



ШТ 
UNCONVERTED // 
ПШОП 
SPATTER 
W Developer: Sega Ш Year: 19840 Genre: Maze game 

ЛІ 
18 Spatter's Japanese title roughly translates 
as "Sarvin Sanchan - Mr Tricycle; and while it's 
obvious why Sega thought a name change might. 
help the game's overseas fortunes, it's less clear 

why the publisher settled on the name it did. It 
із possible Sega intended to call it Splatter - its. 
gameplay certainly involves squashing and being 
squashed - but got landed with Spatter after. 
‘consulting a Japanese to English dictionary. What 
is apparent, though. is Spatter's high quality and 
uniquely Sega vibe. On first Inspection it appears 
to be a straightforward maze based collect‘em- 
up. but the clever mechanics underpinning the 
deceptively simple layouts of Spatter's bright 
stages produce a far more interesting challenge. 

As you might have guessed from the game's. 
Japanese йе, the player takes charge of a tricycle. 
manned by the orange hooded Sanrin Sanchan, 
with your objective being to collect flowers that 
row within a series of garden mazes. Naturally. th 
upsets the various gardeners whose hard tod you're 
making а mockery of and they soon try to stop your 
floral thievery by chasing you down using go-karts, 
helicopters and stearvoliors. So far, so Pac-Man. 

But, as mentioned, Spatter has fresh mechanics 
up ts sleeves, specifically the imaginative defence 
mechanisms you're given to play with. 

First up, you can ram into the side of the fences 
you cycle past, which would be pointless if not 
for the fact that they're elastic. Fences offer two 
possibilities: you can bend into them while a 
go-karting opponent on the other side is opposite 
‘you, which knocks them out of the maze, or you. 
сап leapfrog any foe on your side of the fence by 
riding into it and over them. Your second defence 
= breezeblocks that liter the maze - are optional in 
early rounds, but essential in ater ones, as fences 

helicopter piloting adversaries. Stil, 
ture indestructible — but 

a carefully lobbed breezeblock can see off wesker 
enemies or block their progress. 
Spatter also offers bonus rounds between 

stages where you pick fruit and deliver the flowers 
youve collected to Sanrin's girlfriend. On reaching 
her, vou hold hands end bow, another of Spotters 
many idiosyncrasies, These might explain why it's 
unconverted, but don't make it any less worthy of 

> SSS 
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CONVERTED ALTERNATIVE 
RALLY-X 1991 

Rally-X involves а vehicle-bosed maze 
chase and clearing its stages requir 
collecting sll the items in the maze, so it's 
э pretty decent alternative to Spotter Take 
the MSX version out for a spin. 

Innovate mechanics eingueh Sparar as more 
ana тре тат game Пее ners ci players 
Civ ays ting sharing enemy veces 

э Qurty openers ars Sep staph a Sutter. 
‘xcept, Th loss you rst encounter rae go-karts arc 

Ver Sone blue hoods ard орк 

D Peuple rang about ceogrme idence shade shown. 
Зат Sancan тоси calecarg lowers n s тигу 

теуге Darren the beech. tough 

Э Spamor lok and fd can eriy be deserted as 
Заа Yt ww cob Scher. pled spres anc 
РЫ atmosphere ae raros ot e Fantasy Zona. 
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RES) LEFT IN THE ARCADE 
PIG NEWTON 
18 Developer: Sega ІШ Year: 1983 BI Genre: Platformer 

т Pig Newton was developed for Sega's 
G80 coin-op system, an interesting setup. 
with raster and vector versions that allowed 
arcade operators to change the game in 
а compatible cabinet by swapping one 
CPU board for another. n uth, ће games 
produced for the vector variant ara more 
fondly remembered than their sprite based 
counterparts This is a Ие unfair, as some 
(G80 raster les are decent games. Pig 
Newton, however is a missed opportunity. 
Its gameplay and graphics are sound, but its 
unresponsive controls make navigating the 
main character an act of sheer masochism. 

The sim is to collect bird eggs while 
dropping apples onto the heads of two. 
hungry wolves trying to chop down the 
tree you're hiding in, but time after ime 
‘the game's control set is left wanting. Cue 
cheap death after cheap death 
attempt to compensate for the eponymous 
Pig Newton's delayed and unpredictable 
reactions, followed by a chip tune "Wah, 

the wound. Its 
э shame really, as with tighter controls the 
game could have been з lot of fun. As it 
stands, though, there would have been lite 

Wah, Wahl" that rubs зай 

demand for à home version. 

UFO SENSHI 
YOHKO CHA 

2) 

WM Developer: Sega / Vic Tokai IB Year: 1988 Ш Genre: Shoot-em-up 

ини ху, 

mne Whats? 

M Vic Tokai is perhaps better 
known for developing Psycho 
Fox and Decap Attack for 
the console market, but it 
also developed a handful of 
arcade titles, the majority 
of which were published 
by Sega. 

UFO Senshi Yohko Chan, 
or ‘Extraterrestrial Soldier 
Yohko Chan’ in English, is 
probably the best coin-op 
effort Vic Tokai produced and 
is by far the most original in 

terms of gameplay. The best way to explain the game is by saying it genre: 
hops. For instance, the opening stage takes place in a top-down maze where 
blasting invading extraterrestrals is rewarded with coins that allow you to 
buy upgrades in a shop. Aside from extra lives and time, more powerful 
firearms are on sale, with newly purchased wespons becoming selectable 
alternatives rather than replacements for your trusty laser pistol. Conversely, 
some later levels are side-scrolling platformers 
різу as big a part in your survival as firepower. 

where dexterity and timing 
The reason the game 

remains unconverted, however, has probably as much to do with its uniquely 
Japanese flavour as its unusual blend of genres. 
SRA x 

ALIEN SYNDROME 1947 
Admittedly. it's tough to find an equivalent of 
UFO Senshi Youko-Chan that was converted to 
home systems so, instead, gat yourself Sega's 
widely portad maze-shooter Alien Syndrome 
‘and scrolling platformer Wonder Boy and then 
play one after the other 

MERCS should clearly be your first 
port of call when seeking out а 
home-based altemative to Desert 
Breaker As well as the Mega Drive 
version, MERCS was also ported to 
various home computers. Play the 
Меда Drive outing though, as i's 
absolutely fantastic fun. 

DESERT BREAKER 
Wi Developer: Sega I Year: 1992 Ш Genre: Run-and-gun 
M One glance at Desert Breaker. 
talls you that it's Sega's take оп 
Capcom's top-down shooter MERCS. 
їп fact, the similarities between the 
two games may go some way to 
explaining the rarity of the Desert 
Breaker coin-op. Sega's title certainly 
resembles MERCS enough to have 
made their lawyers nervous, and 
legal concerns likely influenced 
Sego's decision to license and port 
MERCS to the Mega Drive rather than 
converting Desert Breaker, 

Inspiration and unconverted 
status aside, Sega's homage delivers. 
‘on gameplay and does so while 
Twesking the tied and tested MERCS 

Your firearms to more destructive 
Variants, vou can also exchange your 
grenades for special weapons. More 

formula. One obvious change is that importantly, though, the game's 
vou can flee from overwhelming countless enemies and imposing 
firefights by hitting a dash button, bosses provide a stiff and varied 
Which grants a temporary speed 
boost and invulnerability. And 

challenge, which is everything you 
want from а no-nonsense run-ond- 

as well as being able to upgrade gun title 



ІП THE CHAIR: COLIN PORCH 

2%; >” m ‹ Double Take (s) 1987 
COLIN | Of С | ; At Ocea |; I was SCIL ier =: 

Colin Porch saw it all go wrong at Imagine Software and helped it go right at д сей d аз sls (Amiga) 1991 
Ocean. He tels Paul Drury about dungeons, dragons veng l wives and why he's ^ most'of the, other 

still head over heels in love making games programmers: ut 

ê E Theyjuised to call § 
М, o was ety amount Ma Pao Man in rers ірі ese me Fossil The archetypal games coder of the early Eighties w 

may have been a scruffy teenager tapping away 
in his bedroom while his mum made his tea, but "® ресін ызалана 

Colin Porch was into his thirties when he discovered what wasit that cominced youto зоо can complet a vail al he wey 
the joys of videogames. He swapped a career in take the plunge? r A these 

finance for creating games at some of Britain's | poved the games on the console ané Indans are also patroling the maze 
best-known software houses. Не was there when iust "ох! could do betta hwas элй they come across your vail, they 

ital went pearshaped at imagine Software and A RR a a nly then hopped across Liverpool to spend several 2298157 е bee! wee you sound eects. ot squessed nto AK 
years at Software Projects. His longest and most very auickiy га need to leam machine 0! memory! 

fruitful stint in the industry was with Ocean in собо о programit кот even have 
Manchester, where he worked on such successful 2n assembler You had to workout It sounds to us like quite a playable 
arcade conversions as Gryzor and Operation Wolf 7% hexcodeand ype in 36, A0 and tle game. 

aon Таа ме to Redon saying Га made and brought the wonderful Head Over Heels to ће * uidere erue 

Y 
k ч 

Le 

C64, Atari ST and Amiga. Colin welcomed Us into came with a keyboard than? Taw an odin он оса paper fom a 
his Northamptonshire home, which has a trusty ST ^ lawgslNo you hed toon the two сотқалу caled Anik waning computer 

Upstairs, but sadly по porch. rows: сойот logeher and use — — games H was tun by a guy caled е көлі Асла Албена  Norhamoion 
Would it be tair to say which wee rto far fom mein 
that You came to games Thatevunde Nko hard work, Col. | Кеше so rong hm up end sis 

programming leer in e? What wes even worse wes the hart gota aomrarcal product = ony 
Well Ocean they used ta cal me — insbucton book care with was ful a handia of peopl must have had the 

sinh ices, oss or Grandad! eroe krad cary been witten  Radotin and Pw hobby modula ut 
prr in Engish by разре who didn't soeak ума poy cone cou convert it 
КЕСЕ: How rude, Engish Тоде witten a beter one 10 aromer machine, He came over srd 

Vaart rind... meen, I wees моо as mysal aher a lew monina But the sew Lend о me Convnodore was 
did as moet ol fm Ives 35 when processor мава Sgratcs 2650, and vary aczarerodaing in programmers 
Hest eda comput Eves n me ifs one of he bast processors ve WENG 1 maka gamas kr or 
late Seventies and | bought а Redofin ever used... much better architecture machines but Atari wasn't helpful at all 
‘console, which was cheaper than an пеп the 6502 18 end up using on the 5, for my birthday, my ded bought me 
Atari. It had Pong and Connect 401 Commodore 64! a Commodore 64 not en Atari 800! 
and games like that and, aftar a while, 
‘hoy released a Hobby Modula’ The — Did you manage to write апу 
advertsing just said, ‘buy this, you cen games for the Radofin? 
make your own games! Yes, a few. The best оле wes That was the idea! Mr Andrews took a 

sal metho GATE Remo camen lsd 



Baza nar aa mobo code, 

Copy of the finished game and asked 
he could borrow ту colour 

printer, which were lie gold dust in 
the oady Eighties, to start producing 
advertising materias. | said okay. 
and that was the lat time I ever 
saw hm I 

л went 1 his house in 
Northampton but found it emoty. 

It sounds like you were gazumped 
like the gold prospectors of old. 
didn’t that put you off the software. 
industry a bit? 
1 saw itas а юса rip-off. This wouid 
фе 1983 and I'd just seen an advert 
for Imagine Software in Liverpool 
who actually wanted to employ 
people. | went up to see them and 
showed Dave Lawson lint founder 
of Imagine Software] Calfornia Gold 
Rush He was quite impressed and 
he asked me il Га taught myself 
| sad, Weve al taught ourselves, 
haven't we?’ He laughed and said 
When can you 

sunt ояе 

What project did Imagine assign 
You to? 
Dave mentioned this ‘universal 
programme’. The idea was it would 
be a framework you could put any 
game inta. It'd have a beginning, à 
central hub where all the tems in the. 
game would be processed and a loop 
to hande things as they change in 
the game. 

It sounds like а very early example 
of a development tool’. 
Effectively that's what it was, and | 
id get it working. My understanding 
was that they'd taken on loads of 
staff because they hed this deal with 
Marshall Cavendish to produce a 
game a month to be given away with 
a тәдагге they were publishing. 

Of course! That's why they needed 
a tool to help produce games as 
quickly as possible. 
Even with the tool I dont think it 
was ever feasible. Simpiistcaly, you 

ced Se Prec for Doeme nen 
might say iit takes one person six 
months to make а game, six people 
should take one month; but it doesn't 
work ke that. They're faling over 

'emsolves, trying to use the same 
memory and variaties 

Did you have any involvement with 
Bandersnatch and Psyclapse, the. 
infamous "mega-games'? 
l was friends with people ike Jon 
Gibson and Eugene Evans, who 

fore working on Those videogame 
They'd come and юл in and see 
what the rest of us were doing but 
we weren't allowed access to thor 
suite of offices. They became known 
эв Тһе A-Team’! I remember seeing ther once, all sat on the floor. tying 
to link up these SAGE computers to 
share data. They never got it 
working though 

Colin, is that you, rubbing your 
eyes and shaking your head in. 
despair about two minutes into tho. 
Commercial Breaks documentary 
that caught the dramatic implosion 
of Imagine Software on camera 
back in 19847 
laughs] Yes, that's me, using a SAGE 
4 linked to a Commodore 64. | was 
working on a game aimed at three 
four-year-old, getting them to match 

shapes and colours. | think Imagine 
thought they d spotted а niche in the 
market for games for toddlers, 

Imagine had many interesting 
ideas but it all went horribly wrong 
and ended in bankruptcy. When. 
did you realise things were falling 
apart there? 
The first indication was when тү 
wages didn't go into the bank! Г 
joined them in January 
by Moy, problems wer 
apparent | just taken cut а mortgage. 
эга! thought | was going to lose 
my house! 

Wore you there when the bailitts 
arrived at Imagine? 
Yes, | was at work that day. | don't 
drink so I wasn't at the pub like 
most of the others. | used my own 
C64, two disk drives and а printer а 
agin the dickens of a job 
convineng the Байна they were mine! 
They asked me for receipts and | sad, 
‘come on, look at, its hardy state of 
the art stuff They took my word in 
the end I left the building with al my 
equipment under my arms and that 
was hat 

How did you ond 
up worki r 
Software Projects? 
There was an advert 
in the Liverpool Echo 
and about 20 of us 
applied from Imagine 
for two jobs. It was a 
lot smaller operation 
but they took four 
of us on, maybe 
out of pity. | was 
interviewed by Alan 
Maton and Tommy 
Barton [co-founders 
of Software Projects 
with Matthew Smith] 
and | think | got a job 
because I'd Sctually 
got some completed 
pigiects under my 

elt. Not everyone 
from Imagine had... 

Did you see very much of Matthew 
‘Smith back then? 
He'd come into the office, but not 
very often. I never saw him working 
опа game, just on things that 
interested him from an academic 
point of view but with no practical 

‘Cakes Сабота Gal aia Fi aos кими he О. 
‘ren ch Mt er rd opum Fra veh 

66 Dave Lawson at Imagine 
Software asked me if I'd 
taught myself to code. 
| said, ‘we've all taught 
ourselves, haven't we?’ 99 

application. He spent weeks writing 
а programme that had Ие grains of 
send, or maybe it wes snow, falling 
from the top of the screen, СОЙ 
at the bottom That was it 

Your first game for them was 
Harvey Smith Showjumper. Erm, 
‘show jumping isn't a sport that 
you would normally associate 
with videogames. 
it was Tommy Barton's idea. | just 
sad. Do you think a show jumping 
‘game will sel” He said, Yeah, if we 
‘But the right son on it! The whole 
concept was туле after that, how the 
game looked and worked. The horse 
was done by my wife Janet. She used 
the famous sequence of photos taken 
by Muybridge [сиса 1872) to show 
а horse galloping. Effective, those 
pictures were turned into pixels. It was 
painstaking work! 

Having а household name like. 
Harvey Smith on the cover must 
have helped publicise the game. 
‘Actually, tho week before 1 was 
released, Harvey Smith walked off 
with someone else's wife and v 
was big news back ten! Suddenly, 
we got word that Boots, WHSmith 
and an enormous number of high 
street shops wouldn't stock our game! 
That had to affect 

We bet you felt like giving Harvey 
‘one of his own trademark two- 
fingered salutes. Did you have 
better luck with your involvement 

п actual arcade machine in 
а corridor in the Software Projects 
offices. We'd play some and then tak 
‘about how to do it on the Commodore 
64 There had to be comoromises, 

obviously. I'd be pacing up and down 
in the office in the eary hours of the 
morning som thinking of what 
ю% 

The original Dragon's Lair for the 
Commodore 64 was largely a 
port of the Coleco Adam version, 
but it looks like you had more of 
a free hand to develop your own 
levels for the sequel, Escape From 
Singe's Castle. 
Both games were a group elfort. For 
"he frst Dragon's Lai | p 
the primitive sound driver and some. 
of the tunes, and worked on coding 
а couple of the levels in conjunction 

John Darnell. Certainly, most of 
the coding was his, We developed 
his technique so while vou were 

playing one section, the next one 
was loading into memory. For the 
sequel, I remember designing the 
opening 'rapids' level 1 had the 
problem of making Dirk 'disaopear 
as he went over each level of water 
ta reappear, smaler, on a lower 
level.. it's not as simple as it sounds! 

You left Software Projects before. 
Dragon's Lair Il was released. What 
happened there? 
| had a disagreement with Tommy 
Barton over a Crvstmas bonus, which 
he promised and then never paid me. 
I went back after Onrisimas — this 
would be 1987 - and was working 
оп аде Castle when | got a cal 
from Calin Stokes from Ocean who I 
knew from imagine days. He offered 
me a lot more money and he sad 
they'd pay the con 
Liverpool to Manchester, so I sad 
I'd love to join hem. Tommy was 
not happy. He relusec 
the holiday money | was due, so | 

ting costs от 

ІП THE CHAIR: COLIN PORCH 

* YOU ASH 
THE QUESTIONS 
We quizzed Colin in his Northamptonshire home 
with your questions and he duly responded 
between bouts of coding on his Atari ST... 

Northway: Was it easy to convert Head Over Heels from one CPU 
architecture to another? 
No, it was very tricky, Jon Ritman's code was tremendous well 
commented so | knew in English what it was supposed to do but бвлт 
understand the mechanics of how it warked! But that didn't matter as long. 
Bs my routines did the same thing, We'd feed date in and If t came out the 
вате for mine as it did his, we'd cracked it | was on the phone a lot to Jon 
it I had ә problem and he'd help me as much as he could. 

Merman: Was there a lot of code sharing among the in-house team 
at Ocean? 
‘Apert from people working on the same project. not realy, We didn’t tend 
ло do that, though I think Paul Hughes got his hands on stuff! 1 don't think 
it was а matter of rivalry, it was just, this is what we're working on, that's 
what you're working on’. We'd frequently discuss methodology of how to get 
а particutr effect working, though, Like thet ant-scroling device I used for 
‘Operation Wolf-- | was happy to share that with whoever wanted to use t 

Mayhem: How difficult was it getting Operation Wolf into a single load 
rather than а multi-load? 
We used quite a lot of compression techniques, A lot of picture data, beševe 
itor not, consists of zeroes. If you've got a stretch of ground the same 
colour, you can just say ' want this colour forty times!” h was a challenge, 
but it was something we knew we had to do right from the start. 

FGasking: Was your brother Frank Porch a programmer too? 
Yos, he wrote a game caled Yanicee in BASIC for Arik, ће same company 1 
did Calfaria Gold Rush for, and with the same result. We naver got a penny 
from them! 

DRS: Was programming on the Game Boy very different to the C64? 
‘They had similar processors but | thought the Game Boy was а realy awful 
machine to work with. To keep the costs down, Nintendo had used the 
same registers or processors, cal hem what you ike, to do different things 
at different times during its cycle. One processor might be responsible for 
updating graphics end the seme one would do something with the sound but 
ata different time in its refresh cycle f you tried to change one when it was 
handing the ather it just collapsed. 

hemo emen s5 



saying Г@ stolen his 
in saying | had a problem and 

we them the dsk back and 

Those dungeons are famed for 
‘arcade alley’, which housed 
the original arcade cabinets к 
Ocean were converting for home 
computers. Is that where you 

дей up i 
ship and th 

the joystick 

arcade look? [Yu sh tus aora jas AN 
punters 

teach 

ө by pixel scrol 

to have a whacking great 

How did you manage to scroll only 
а small portion of the screen so 
that it maintained an authentic 

1 got more communication from 
ne ime over tha 
| Everyone К 

"derfuly это 

we had 
sprite mul 

im | was happy 
Gary Bracey at Oces 

ud keep it to ourselves 

You took on a different type of 
conversion work with Double Take, 
converting it from the Spectrum to 

were told you would be handling 2 scrol the whole screen. We the C64. 
C64 versions of Gryzor and We really like your conversion of — вї те characters that made up the I didn't really want to do it in my mind, 
Operation Wolf? Gryzor,exceptforthefactthatyou — srmmunton data on the right ofthe re was very Ийе that grabbed you 
At Ocean, they always let you see the jump by pressing the space bar screen = the bombs and bullets and ̂  ат made you want to come back to kt 

Ism 
ctons, so l'd get people йе 
ley to play t so | could decide 

'easibia! 

You collaborated with David Blake 
оп both of those games. Was ita 

$d have umpteen arguments 

they 
one assembler which 

duced th 
instructions and ould дау use 
hese even though | kept teling him 

up extra memory an 

FIVE TO PLAY 

We have to play it with one of our 
feet on the keyboard, which 

isn't pretty. 
wry W 

n and we just didn't have one 

biggest thing t wasn't ideal but what 
andwe | eise could we do? 

When you saw the huge plastic. 
] machine gun on the front of the 

Operation Wolf cabinet, you must. 
have thought, ‘How the hell are we 
going to do that an the C64? 
laughs] Then 
lightgun becouse 
then, but they weren't vo 

110 the m 

even considered taking the 

that 
d another 

s- the space bar s the 

The best releases from Colin's back catalogue 

DRAGON'S LAIR Il: ESCAPE 
FROM SINGES CASTLE 

HARVEY SMITH SHOWJUMPER 

c 

tried all sorts of appears that one pert of the screen is | 
ding sl 

It sounds like you had more fun 
converting Head Over Heels. 

ved me the game on a 
Amstrad and said, Jor 
f Head Over Heels] doesn't think 
you can do it! | have every re 

ist think he was very aware of 

stressful 
later hat the versi 
and subs 
dierent to tn 

the game? 

because he'd deliberately taken out 

be 100 long то pro did happen a 

Did Jon offer you 
a lot of assistance 
with the task? 
He came and saw 
me at Ocean, told lo 
me how the game 
worked, drew me 
some diagrams and 
jave me a listing of 

the 280 code — I'm 
not a 780 coder but 
| could follow what it 
was doing. It simply advance and | 

it my best. 
nicely so I sh 

pa 
tman ni em em 

OPERATION WOLF 

ADAPTING THE GROUND BREAHING tomes месе тте ta 
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became a matter of 
making my routines 
do what his routines 
were doing. The 
maths involved was 
not trivial, I'll tell you! 
We imagine it could be very 

it true you had a 
heart attack while working on 

enjoy ту job at Ocean 

‘As the Nineties dawned, things 
must have changed at Ocean, 

a cal ftom Gary Bracey in 1991. 
tfectively saying tha home computer 

а go!” They gave me а handsome isks, Im 

as shaping up pretty 
wed it to Ocean and 

оте had actually been brok 
t there so Ist 

-— 

tack but | know 
xoole around т 

Men Der Hewa ont STi ni oe 

drinking, she 
She'd run off t 

те any favours dest 
of work now 

Yes, 1 the disk ld 

етегі 
ether a C64 

house and thetic and sym 
of their money back 

HERD OVER HEELS. 

OF ALL THE gars Cám wert оп e Echte ee eh езе, het Те one кез теш enn of A meli алімі 
(fm ren mu ere Cuneo render rome 
wawan hi temes баз Medi Pom Zapi en a 
Marina SE per cere hepar Pages in e төреге Tera Con une wa жер he game hr ely produces 
3e Sl imo hin wapu кес t espere өк ten 
ee бүт reir pr et ter trendy rere aeu 
te begen wore oe n TaB are avrg Bea of m page 
in Gans sus ST we ca hay rape Shat ng rr 

Ah, is this the burglary we 
remember reading about in the 
videogame press at the time? 
1 never told Ocean that! No, my wile 

Couldn't you have re-coded the 
game following the incident? 

мо months егег but t 

ible, Ocean were very 

IN THE CHAIR: COLIN PORCH 

Did that mistortune signify the 
end of your involvement with 
videogames programming? 
К til last year, when | went to 

Bracey asker 

me | should finish ме w 
editor to һер me create rt 

n Raman's email so got in 
d he sent back this reply 

So you're back to bedroom coding 
30 years after you first started. 
Oh уез, it tabes me back. I'm pacing 

own, thinking how to solve 
problems. The buzz S stil there. 

The teeing of creativity, 
ing something 

Thanks to 
Colin and 
his wite 

Amy for their 
hospitality and to his brother 

Frank for the Anik 
games photograph. 
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RE TRORA TED 

>> It's been a bit 
of a quiet month, 
so we've d. 
to mainly focus 
on the rather 
triumphant return 
of Shadowrun 
We also take 

Ubisoft's Flashback 
update and the 
PC version of 
Castlevania: Lords 25 

"$i | Shadowrun Returns 
NEVER, EVER, CUT A DEAL WITH A DRAGON 

It’s probably best to start wi 
warning. Shadowrun Returns isn't 
much like the videogames you 
remember, at least on a technical 
level. Where both the SNES and Moga 

* FEATURED SYSTEM РС 

ANTRO Drive equivalents opted for a more 
eges real-time oriented form of RPG combat, 

Shadowrun Returns favours turn-based 
— more akin to the rules of the tabletop 
version that spawned the series in the 
fi *PICHS OF > PLAYERS: 

THE MONTH 

ез Jake Armitage. 
That the world feels 

Similar games you must play 

Pare, Battle: The XCOM: Enemy 
larch Of The Unknown (2012) 

Black Queen (19 noth 

Final Fantasy 
Tactics (1997) 

REVIEWS: SHADOWRUN RETURNS 

SIC tin rom enm test aam impres Tura matan aoo 

It's а short campaign, but this remains 
а must play, thanks to solid combat 
‘mechanics, brilliant writing and a bright 
future with the in-game editor. 
Adam Barnes 

» Score 85% 
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>> Every month we look at all the classics and latest 
rele hat are available to buy or download 

»» OTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
27) 

ON SALE NOW 
m Inside Watch Dogs ш History of Rare ш Р54 & Xbox One Previews 

BUY YOUR ISSUE TODAY 
Print edition available at www.imagineshop.co.uk 

Digital edition available at www.greatdigitalmags.com 
valable cn me towing parre 

j эсесооксот/датевтм twitter comigamesTMmag 



>>Тһе scenes latest news and reviews 

ша | wal MALAIKA 
=a - - an i DOWNLOAD: VIV XKSTART 

r P : The prehistoric wor S Tho pratt а 
а” 

ТНЕ 5РЕССІЕ5 
FORMAT SPECTRUM - DEVELOPER TARDIS REMAKES 

AMSTRAD CPC 16K 
ROM COMPETITION - 

he Amstrad CPC 16K 
ROM Game Development 
Competition ran on the CPC 
Wiki website between January 

and June 2013 and. as the name 
probably suggests, all prospective 
‘entrants were required to cram their 

t game into a mere 16K during that six 
DEVELOPER vic month period. ‘though ths 

esc WASIN kea tint п 

RELEASE: ame 

REVIEWED DN 

I you have a homebrew project you would like to see 
featured then please contact us at 

-publishing.co.uk 

mm 
The ісе 

The orginal verson of Pango varant 
Waimanu was released eur 
for the OS and w ә cute re-magiin 

ck up a ROM image by pointing their 
web browser at кашап e penguin ges. 

Here's one | made earlier 
Hot on the hasis of Arcade Game Designer 

vet David Hughes’ Ciassie Game 
esigner s Specirum game creston tool 
Tor без the sort of simple arcade g 
seen in he early Eighties The news of 
armed a lele too ate ta propery review 
F tor this issue so we wil Instead gave it 

art eu'cod-soec goes to the appropriate 
Wort Of Spectrum thread 

We've recently seen the aay stages of 
soma croi shoot ‘em ups for the 
Texas 1-90/44 and, judging by what tne 
developer has a st Atan Agr, these 
"ut may also become a game in me 
эмп rt. kiketartenlscrolltexas 
Age thread which contains a couple of 
work progrese videos. 



>>Тһе scenes latest news and reviews 

YR] mone GAES LEVE DEEN PLAYING HOMEBREW HEROES 
- JONATHAN CAULDWELL HAS BEEN SHARING SOME 

| REFLECTION OF HIS SECRETS AGAIN WITH THE LATEST VERSION OF 

M ——— ARCADE GAME DESIGNER. AGD HAS BEEN AROUND 
FOR A FEW YEARS, SO WE ASKED HIM ABOUT ITS PAST, 
PRESENT AND, INDEED, FUTURE 

he рату Weve given th ә quek try and 
werk prety wel; fone ol ortas sse Have there been features that seemed a 

good idea but didn't work in practise? 
p Р к 

«и 

TOY PLAN 
Toy Plane is. 

AGD has matured over the years, so do you 
ns to expand it further? 

WHICH WITCH IS WHICH? 
Were not qute sure how old a actualy 
is- me data on the poma says 2007 Finally, what advice would you give to 

anybody looking at making their first Arcade 
Game Designer game? 
Enjoy ver 

of Caudron avaible Tor anyone. 
who hes played f, Сайн а about What has shaped it over the years? ls there а 

community of users offering suggestions? 
Yes, there are plenty of users and many 



STRR LETTER 

CONSOLE WARS 
Every month, one lucky reader 

Don't forget to follow us online for all the latest retro updates 

CS 

CONTACT US 

Good аһетооп Darran, 
1 was wondering if you have published an 
issue witha feature for the Sega Mega CD’ 
or 2? If so, what was the issue number and 

тәре Publishing Lid 
Rehmord House, 33 Richmond Hil, 
‘Bourremouth, Dorset, BM2 662 

+44 0) 1202 586200 
Wet vy. magne odbisting cn e 

wimcelcogames net 
www ersatigtalmags сот. 
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» Just before it buggered off and neglected Nintendo consoles for an entire 
generation, Squaresoft chucked Mario into his first RPG and, in doing so, made 
Legend Of The Seven Stars the Super Nintendo's final Mario title. It was a peach 
of a game from the makers of the epic Final Fantasy series, and gamers fell 
head over heels for the isometric witty madness of it all 
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The world's first endless action RPG 
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